January


“Selling Sand: W. O. Saunders and the Development of North Carolina’s Outer Banks” by Brian Edwards

“Development of Streetcar Systems in North Carolina” by Walter R

April

“Why the Bishop Knew All About Racehorses: Traditional Recreations, Moral Compromise, and Cultural Persistence in Antebellum North Carolina’s Protestant Episcopal Church” by Richard Rankin

“The Return of Standing Wolf” by Brett H. Riggs

“The Creation and Destruction of Fee Tail Estates in Colonial North Carolina” by David M. Lawrence

“We Have You Covered!: One Hundred Years of North Carolina Historical Review Cover Design” by Kathryn McKee

July

“A Quantitative Summary of Articles Published in the North Carolina Historical Review from 1970 to 2019” by Christopher Arris Oakley

“An Interview with Memory Mitchell” by Memory Mitchell and David Mitchell

“The View from Forty Years” by Jeffrey J. Crow

“Continuity and Change in the Twenty-First Century: Reflections on the North Carolina Historical Review” by Anne Miller

“From the Archives” by Kathryn McKee

“Slavery as We’ve Heard It”: The Collective Memory of Slavery in a North Carolina School” by Kimberly Oliver

October


January

“Facing East from Tryon Mountain: New Vantages on the “Great Wolf,” Rogues, and Regulators” by Stuart H. Marshall

“The Role of Baptist and Meredith College Leadership in White Supremacist Advocacy and Policy in Early Twentieth-Century North Carolina” by Daniel L. Fountain


April

“How Mary Became Angady: Creating an Emancipated Identity” by Adrienne Berney


“The Tar River Region and the Internal Improvements Movement in North Carolina, 1796 to 1834” by Eric Medlin

July

“A Fresh Voice from the South” by Jeffrey J. Crow

“Gender and Jim Crow: Sarah Dudley Pettey’s Vision of the New South” by Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore

“A Hank of Hair Here, a Piece of Bone There”: Glenda Gilmore’s Feminist Political History” by Keira Williams

“Glenda Gilmore and the Search For a New Southern History” by Robert Greene II

“From the Personal to the Theoretical: Reflecting on Glenda Gilmore’s Gender and Jim Crow” by Martin Summers

“Retrospective: Glenda Gilmore’s “Gender and Jim Crow: Sarah Dudley Pettey’s Vision of the New South” and Black Women’s Activism in North Carolina” Brandi C. Brimmer

“Gender and Jim Crow Twenty-Five Years Later” by Elizabeth Gillespie McRae

“Re-visioning the Southern Past: Strategies of Narration in Gender and Jim Crow” by Jane Dailey

“Everything Has a History” by Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore
October

“The First March on Raleigh: North Carolina College School of Law and the Fight for Educational Equality” by Crystal R. Sanders

“A Capitol Controversy: The Mysterious Firing of William Drummond” by Catherine W. Bishir

January

“A Religious Test in America? The 1809 Motion to Vacate Jacob Henry’s North Carolina State Legislative Seat—A Reevaluation of the Primary Sources” by Seth Barrett Tillman

“Powhatan and the Fate of the Lost Colonists of Roanoke: Decoding William Strachey’s Imaginary Geography” by Hiroyuki Tsukada

“Constructive Chaos”: Residential Colleges in North Carolina Public Universities, 1965–1999” by Clark Maddux and Sara Littlejohn

April

“A Colony Lost: North Carolina in Atlantic World Histories” by Bradford J. Wood

“The North Carolina Medical Licensing Examination, 1886-1925: Analysis of Performance by Examinees from Historically Black Medical Colleges” by David Alan Johnson

“From Confrontation to Conviction: Student Activism at Elizabeth City States Teachers/State College, 1948–1968” by Glen Bowman

July

“The Life and Death of Frank Clewell, Confederate Veteran: Microhistory and the Civil War-Era South” by Jonathan S. Jones

“A Futile Endeavor: The Internal Improvements Movement and an Antebellum River Lock in Greenville, North Carolina” by Jeremy Borrelli, Jason T. Raupp, and Tyler McLellan


October

“Fiddle and Bow and Jim Crow: North Carolina Fiddlers’ Conventions, Confederate Memorialization, and the Culture of White Supremacy” by Scott Stegall
“Developing Opportunity: The Charlotte Office Building of Civil Rights Leaders Julius Chambers and Mel Watt” by Tom Hanchett

Volume 97 (2020)

January

“The Long Black Freedom Struggle in Northampton County, North Carolina, 1930s to 1970s” by Jerry Gershenhorn and Anna Jones

“Henry P. Cheatham: Revisiting His Life and Legacy” by Benjamin R. Justesen

“A State of Shock”: The Desegregation of the Public Schools of Franklin County, North Carolina, 1965-1968” by Maurice C. York

April


“From the Telegraph to Doppler Radar: Communications, Technology, and the National Weather Service in North Carolina” by Thomas C. Jepsen

July

“Silicon Valley with a drawl”: Making North Carolina’s Research Triangle and Selling the High-Tech South” by Jordan R. Bauer


“A Sincere Desire for the Honor of the Regiment”: The Mutiny of Buena Vista” by Brett Richard Bell

“Christena Kells’s Heirloom: A North Carolina Example of Hairwork” by Adrienne Berney

October


“Rooted in Freedom: Raleigh, North Carolina’s Freedmen’s Village of Oberlin, an Antebellum Free Black Enclave” by M. Ruth Little
Volume 96 (2019)

January

“Pursuing the “Unfinished Business of Democracy”: Willa B. Player and Liberal Arts Education at Bennett College in the Civil Rights Era” by Crystal R. Sanders

“A White Crow: Raphael Lemkin’s Intellectual Interlude at Duke University, 1941-1942” by Ernest A. Zitser

“Tar Heel Cuban: Reverend Robert L. Wharton, North Carolina Missionary and Educator in Cuba” by Joe P. Dunn

April

“We will…pull down the pillars of the political temple”: David Lowry Swain and Constitutional Reform, 1835” by Willis P. Whichard

“C.M. Eppes, 1858-1942: Uncle Tom or Racial Diplomat?” by Steven A. Hill

“From Camp to Chapel Hill: UNC’s Fight to Admit Japanese American Students during World War II” by Heidi Kim

July

“Anna Burwell and the Business of Being a Presbyterian Minister’s Wife in North Carolina, 1835-1857” by Sylvia D. Hoffert

“Kenan Memorial Stadium: Philanthropy from 1926 to 1962” by Benjamin J. Downs and Chad Seifried

“From Objects to Agents of Tolerance: Jews and Tolerance Talk in Asheville, North Carolina, 1894-1954” by Seth Epstein

October

“The Supreme Court of North Carolina: A Brief Essay” by Willis P. Whichard

“School Days: The Supreme Court of North Carolina and the Moral Science of Law, 1819-1931” by Thomas P. Davis

“All that Glitters”: A Reassessment of a “Lost Colony” Artifact” by Charles R. Ewen and Erik Farrell

Volume 95 (2018)

January

“Free Blacks, Quakers, and the Underground Railroad in Piedmont North Carolina” by Adrienne M. Israel

“The Other Mount Mitchell Controversies: A “Real Property” History of North Carolina’s Highest Mountain Range” by Gary V. Perko

April

“North Carolina 1719: The Year of the Pirates” by Lindley S. Butler

“Captain Edward Thatch: A Brief Analysis of the Primary Source Documents Concerning the Notorious Blackbeard” by David D. Moore

“A Tale of One Ship with Two Names: Discovering the Many Hidden Histories of La Concorde and Queen Anne’s Revenge” by Sarah Watkins-Kenney

“The Site History of 31CR314, Queen Anne’s Revenge: A Retrospective Assessment” by John W. Morris III

“Message in a Breech Block: A Fragmentary Printed Text Recovered from Queen Anne’s Revenge” by Erik Farrell, Kimberly Kenyon, Sarah Watkins-Kenney, Kay Smith, and Ruth Brown

July

“Dave Driskill, the National Park Service, and Aviation on the Outer Banks” by Casey Huegel

“William Richardson Davie’s Princeton Connections: The Education of a North Carolina Founding Father” by Andrew H. Browning

“Philanthropic Experimentation: George Vanderbilt, the YMI, and Racial Uplift Ideology in Asheville, North Carolina, 1892-1906” by Darin J. Waters

October

“Reversing Gears: Jesse Helm’s Embrace of Christian Zionism” by Maxwell Ulin

“Brown Skin, Bright Leaf” and Brank Image: Racial Discrimination and Public Relations at the P. Lorillard Tobacco Company, 1956-1970” by Jonathan Adler

Volume 94 (2017)

January


“African American Millhands, the Durham Hosiery Mills, and the Politics of Race and Gender in Durham’s Textile Industry, 1903-1920” by Kathryn M. Silva
April

“Richard Dobbs Spaight in Ireland and Scotland: The Education of a North Carolina Founding Father” by Andrew H. Browning

“With Such Great Alacrity’: The Destruction of Fort Johnston and the Coming of the American Revolution in North Carolina” by Chris E. Fonvielle Jr.

July

“The Sanest War Out”: The Politics of Public School Funding in North Carolina, 1929-1933” by Gael Graham

“Captain Edward Stafford of the Roanoke Colonies” by Eric Klingelhoper

“Crafted ‘By Their Own Hands’: The African American Religious Experience in Union-Occupied North Carolina, 1862-1865” by Abena Boakyewa-Ansah

October

“Of Fortifications and Fire: The Tuscarora Response to the Barnwell and Moore Expeditions during North Carolina’s Tuscarora War, 1712 and 1713” by David La Vere

“Race Women: New Negro Politics and the Flowering of Radicalism at Bennett College, 1900-1945” by Jelani M. Favors

January

“My Conscience Has Been Void of Offence”: A Tale of Alleged Treason during the Civil War” by Sean A. Scott


“A Gross and Culpable Failure” of Leadership in the First Fort Fisher Expedition, December 23-27, 1864” by Joshua Shiver

April

“Unawed by the Laws of their Country”: Local and Imperial Legitimacy in North Carolina’s Regulator Rebellion” by Abby Chandler

“A Bitter Row on a Backwater Newspaper Row: The Curious Case of the Moravian Falls, North Carolina, Press Phenomenon” by Alex Leidholdt

July

“Sir Walter Raleigh, the “Most Representative Man of His Time”: Frederick Henry Koch’s Raleigh Pageant of 1920” by Cecelia Moore

“Give Us a Status above that of a Submarginal People”: Racial Policies, Practices, and Activism in North Carolina 4-H” by Natasha Thompson

October

“Two Scottish Documents Concerning Emigration to North Carolina in 1754” by Alexander Murdoch

“A Nuisance Requiring Correction”: Firearm Laws, Black Mobility, and White Property in Antebellum Eastern North Carolina” by Antwain K. Hunter

Volume 92 (2015)

January

“Remembering the Wilmington Ten: African American Politics and Judicial Misconduct in the 1970s” by Kenneth R. Janken

“Of Time and the Sea: Nye’s Clock Oil and the Bottlenose Dolphin Fishery at Hatteras Island, North Carolina, in the Early Twentieth Century” by David S. Cecelski

“Selected Biography of Completed Theses and Dissertations Related to North Carolina Subjects” by Michael Hill

April

“William Stevens Powell April 28, 1919-April 10, 2015” by Michael Hill

“Leadership, Loyalty, and Sovereignty in the Revolutionary American Southwest: The State of Franklin as a Test Case” by Kristofer Ray

“Blue Water, Black Beach: The North Carolina Teachers Association and Hammocks Beach in the Age of Jim Crow” by Crystal R. Sanders


July

“Born in Jamaica, of Very Creditable Parents” or “A Bristol Man Born”? Excavating the Real Edward Thache, “Blackbeard the Pirate” by Baylus C. Brooks
“Welcome Brothers!” The 1865 Union Prisoners of War Exchange in North Carolina” by Chris E. Fonvielle Jr.

“Living Memorials to the Past”: The Preservation of Nikwasi and the “Disappearance” of North Carolina’s Cherokees” by Nathaniel F. Holly

October

“The Most Critical & the Most Difficult” Project: Frederick Law Olmsted’s Biltmore” by David Schuyler

“Infallible Power: The “Musquetoe,” the Wilmington-New Hanover County Safety Committee, and the Coming of Revolution in the Lower Cape Fear, 1774-1776” by Richard H. Rayburn

Volume 91 (2014)

January

“Washed Down in Blood: Murder on the Schooner Harry A. Berwind” by Vann Newkirk

“David Clark’s “Campaign of Enlightenment”: Child Labor and the Farmers’ States Rights League, 1911-1940” by Bart Dredge

“All Must Have a Say”: Internal Improvements and Andrew Jackson’s Political Rise in North Carolina in 1824” by Jeffrey Normand Bourdon

April

“Early Albemarle: Robert Holden’s Account of 1679” by Robert J. Cain


“John Lawson’s Indian Town on Hatteras Island, North Carolina” by Baylus C. Brooks

July

“A Spirit of Industry”: The Colonial Origins of Rice Culture in the Lower Cape Fear” by Kimberly B. Sherman


“’I Am a Nasty Branch Kid’: Women’s Memories of Place in the Era of Asheville’s Urban Renewal” by Sarah Judson

October

“A Consideration of European Indentured Servitude in Colonial North Carolina” by Alan D. Watson
“A Broader Footprint: Slavery and Slaveholding Households in Antebellum Piedmont North Carolina” by Daniel L. Fountain

Volume 90 (2013)

January

“I Was Raised Poor and Hard as Any Slave”: African American slavery in Piedmont North Carolina” by John David Smith

“Combating Contagion: Smallpox and the Protection of Public Health in North Carolina, 1750 to 1825” by Alan D. Watson

“I Told Him I’d Never Been to His Back Door for Nothing’: The Lumbee Indian Struggle for Higher Education under Jim Crow” by Walker Elliott

April


“‘Sundry Murders and Depredations’: A Closer Look at the Chowan River War, 1676–1677” by Lars C. Adams

“‘James Pugh,’ Regulator Sharpshooter: A Conundrum Unfolded” by Stephen C. Compton

July

“Redefining Activism: Judge Elreta Alexander Ralston and Civil Rights Advocacy in the New South” by Virginia Summey

“The Reliable Grocer’: Consumerism in a New South Town, 1875–1900” by Matthew R. Hall

“The Transatlantic Dreams of the Port City Prophet: The Rural Reform Campaign of Hugh MacRae” by J. Vincent Lowery

Review Essay/Civil War Veterans and their Legacies by David C. Willard

October

“Coming Home: The North Carolina Bus Companies that Became Part of Trailways and Greyhound” by Walter R. Turner

“The Isolation Factor: Differing Loyalties of Watauga and Buncombe Counties during the Civil War” by Kevin Oshnock
Volume 89 (2012)

January


“The Lexington of White Supremacy’: School and Local Politics in Late-Nineteenth-Century Laurinburg, North Carolina” by Gael Graham

“Defending White Supremacy: David Clark and the Southern Textile Bulletin, 1911 to 1955” by Bart Dredge

April

“To Learn the Trade of a Potter”: Apprenticeship, Conflict, and ‘Deviance’ in the Wachovian Tradition” by Jessica Lauren Taylor

“To Write Down the Republican Administration’: William Boylan and the Federalist Party in North Carolina, 1800–1805” by Scott King-Owen

July

“The Loray, North Carolina’s ‘Million Dollar Mill’: The ‘Monstrous Hen’ of Southern Textiles” by Annette Cox

“In Defense of the Nation: Syphilis, North Carolina’s ‘Girl Problem,’ and World War I” by Karin L. Zipf

“The USS Asheville and the Limits of Navalism in Western North Carolina” by W. Eric Emerson

Review Essay/Commemorating the American Civil War by Joe A. Mobley

October

“The Medical Dimension in Cornwallis’s Army, 1780–1781” by Paul E. Kopperman

North Carolina’s Flying Volunteers: The Civil Air Patrol in World War II, 1941–1944” by Frank A. Blazich Jr.

Volume 88 (2011)

January

Multiple Fronts: The Struggle for black Educational and Political Equality in Wilson, North Carolina, 1941–1953 by Charles McKinney

“In Good Hands, in a Safe Place”: Female Academies in Confederate North Carolina by David Silkenat

April

“Civil Government Was Crumbling Around Me”: The Kirk-Holden War of 1870 by Jim D. Brisson
“So Near Heaven and Surrounded by Hell”: The Character and 1942–1943 Military Career of World War II Pilot Frank A. Armstrong Jr. by Dale Sauter

July

“Naturalist, Explorer, and Town Father—John Lawson and Bath” by Eva C. Latham and Patricia M. Samford

“John Lawson’s Bath: A Subterranean Perspective” by Charles R. Ewen

“The Most Industrious Sex”: John Lawson’s Carolina Women Domesticate the Land” by Kathy O. McGill


“John Lawson’s Observations on the Animals of Carolina” by John Hairr

“John Lawson the Naturalist” by Perry Mathewes

Museum Review Essay/The International Civil Rights Center and Museum: From Sitting In to Standing Up for Global Social Change by David A. Zonderman

October

“Reassessment of the Union Blockade’s Effectiveness in the Civil War” by M. Brem Bonner and Peter McCord

“William Gaston, the Borough Controversy, and North Carolina’s Changing Political Culture in the 1835 Constitutional Convention” by Joseph W. Pearson

Volume 87 (2010)

January

“The Sinke of America”: Society in the Albemarle Borderlands of North Carolina, 1663–1729 by Jonathan Edward Barth

Benjamin Smith: Brunswick County “General” and North Carolina governor, 1810–1811 by Alan D. Watson

A Courageous Voice for Black Freedom: Louis Austin and the Carolina Times in Depression-Era North Carolina by Jerry Gershenhorn

April

The Failure of Enlightenment Military Doctrine in Revolutionary America: The Piedmont Campaign and the Fate of the British Army in the Lower South by Charles Heaton


July
“U. B. Phillips, the North Carolina State Literary and Historical Association, and the Course of the South to Secession” by John David Smith

“We Didn’t Fire a Shot, We Didn’t Burn a Building”: The Student Reaction at North Carolina State University to the Kent State Shootings, May 1970 by Christopher J. Broadhurst

“The Forces of Bacchus Are Fast Yielding”: The Rise and Fall of Anti-Alcohol Reform in Antebellum Rowan County, North Carolina by Bruce E. Stewart

October

The Marine Corps’ First Black Commissioned Officer: The Life and Legacy of Frederick C. Branch by Judson L. Jeffries

“I Look on You . . . As My Children”: Persistence and Change in Cherokee Motherhood, 1750–1835 by Katy Simpson Smith

Essay / The Sit-In Demonstrations in Historic Perspective by Theodore Carter Delaney

Volume 86 (2009)

January

Joseph Gales and Education Reform in North Carolina, 1799–1841 by Kim Tolley

“A Strong Man of Large Human Sympathy”: Dr. Patrick L. Murphy and the Challenges of Nineteenth-Century Asylum Psychiatry in North Carolina by Lynne M. Getz

Accelerated Action: The North Carolina Civil Defense Agency and the Cuban Missile Crisis, October–December 1962 by Frank A. Blazich Jr.

April

“To the Honorable”: Divorce, Alimony, Slavery, and the Law in Antebellum North Carolina by Loren Schweninger

Resisting “the Doldrums”: The League of Women Voters in North Carolina in the 1950s by Rod Clare

July

The 1937 Chowan River “Dare Stone”: A Re-evaluation by David La Vere

“The Class of ’83”: Black Watershed in the North Carolina General Assembly by Benjamin R. Justesen

October
Robinson Newcomb and the Limits of Liberalism at UNC: Two Case Studies of Black Businessmen in the 1920s South by Randal L. Hall and Ken Badgett

The Limits to Improving Race Relations in the South: The YMCA Blue Ridge Assembly in Black Mountain, North Carolina, 1906–1930 by Andrew McNeill Canady

Volume 85 (2008)

January

Red Shirt Violence, Election Fraud, and the Demise of the Populist Party in North Carolina’s Third Congressional District, 1900 by James M. Beeby

“Patriotism Does Not Mean Stupidity”: Student Antiwar Activism at UNC in the 1930s by Charles J. Holden

Cultivating the Desolate Meadows: Industry, Religion, and Social Differentiation in Siler City, North Carolina, 1884–1932 by Chad E. Seales

April

The County Clerk in Colonial North Carolina by Alan D. Watson


July

“The Cure for All Our Political Calamities”: Archibald Maclaine and the Politics of Moderation in Revolutionary North Carolina by John R. Maass

Unionism and the Arcane Origin of “Buffalo” by Alex Christopher Meekins


October


Volume 84 (2007)

January

“The Nine”: A Scottish Gaelic Charm in the North Carolina State Archives by Ronald Black

“Some Expectation of Being Promoted”: Ambition, Abolition, and the Reverend James O’Kelly by J. Timothy Allen

April

Part 2: “A Modest Estimate of His Own Abilities”: Governor Henry Toole Clark and the Early Civil War Leadership of North Carolina by R. Matthew Poteat

Tobacco Towns: Urban Growth and Economic Development in Eastern North Carolina by Roger Biles

July


“Dreams as Old as Roanoke”: Franklin Roosevelt’s 1937 Lost Colony Speech by Jim Senter

“Never Suffer for ‘Machines’ of War”: Louis Froelich as Arms-Maker to North Carolina and the Confederacy by Chris E. Fonvielle Jr.

October

The Establishment of the General College at the University of North Carolina by Scott Spillman

Visions in Conflict: The Department of Religion at the University of North Carolina, 1947–1960 by David L. Weaver-Zercher

Volume 83 (2006)

January

Aiding the Southern Mountain Republicans: The Freedmen’s Bureau in Buncombe County by Steven E. Nash

“In Memory of the Confederate Dead”: Masculinity and the Politics of Memorial Work in Goldsboro, North Carolina, 1894–1895 by Amy Crow

“Evidence of Womans Loyalty, Perseverance, and Fidelity”: Confederate Soldiers’ Monuments in North Carolina, 1865–1914 by Tom Vincent

April

The Curlew: The Life and Death of a North Carolina Steamboat, 1856–1862 by Christopher Olson
Reconsidering the Boundaries of Maternal Authority in the Evangelical Household: The
Davis Family of Antebellum Murfreesboro by Scott M. Stephan

In the “Scolding Houses”: Indians and the Law in Eastern North Carolina, 1684–1760 by Michelle LeMaster

July

Charles Gerrard: Early Benefactor of the University of North Carolina by Wesley Judkins Campbell

A Church apart: Catholic Desegregation in Newton Grove, North Carolina by Blake Slonecker


October

Mapping Fort Holmes: A Search for Confederate Ruins at Bald Head by John A. Goree

“This Country Improves in Cultivation, Wickedness, Mills, and Still”: Distilling and Drinking in Antebellum
Western North Carolina by Bruce E. Stewart

Volume 82 (2005)

January

North Carolina Republicans and the Conservative Revolution, 1964–1968 by Amos Esty

All That’s Not Fit to Print: Anticommunist and White Supremacist Campaign Literature in the 1950 North
Carolina Democratic Senate Primary by Jonathan Gentry

Christian Manhood and Respectability: David Schenck and the Making of a Confederate Identity by
Rodney J. Steward

April

“A Brand New Shining City”: Floyd B. McKissick Sr. and the Struggle to Build Soul City, North Carolina by
Timothy J. Minchin

Stalling Integration: The Ruse, Rise, and Demise of North Carolina College’s doctoral Program in Education,
1951–1962 by Jerry Gershenhorn

Black Tip, White Iceberg: Black Postmasters and the Rise of White Supremacy in North Carolina, 1897–1901
by Benjamin R. Justesen

July

Libraries and Print Culture in Early North Carolina by Patrick M. Valentine
The Fractured Land of the Sky: The Image of Western North Carolina during the 1986 Nuclear Waste Controversy by Gordon B. McKinney

“Not Gradually . . . But Now”: Reginald Hawkins, Black Leadership, and Desegregation in Charlotte, North Carolina by Michel B. Richardson

October

County Buildings and Other Public Structures in Colonial North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

“Everything but the Squeal”: Pork as Culture in Eastern North Carolina by Michael D. Thompson

Volume 81 (2004)

January

Politics and Authority in Colonial North Carolina: A Regional Perspective by Bradford J. Wood

The Killing Chair: North Carolina’s Experiment in Civility and the Execution of Allen Foster by Trina N. Seitz

Last Days of the War with the Confederacy’s Boy General: Captain Theodore Garnett with Roberts’s North Carolina Cavalry Brigade to Appomattox by James Robbins Jewell

April

Slave-Poor White Violence in the Antebellum Carolinas by Jeff Forret

Nineteenth-Century Reflections on Life, Love, and Loss in the Diary of Clay Dillard by Kathleen Johnson

July

To Save a Home: Nell Battle Lewis and the Rise of Southern Conservatism, 1941–1956 by Elizabeth Gillespie McRae

Nathaniel Macon, Antifederalist by William S. Price Jr.

“Absurd Prejudice”: A. Snowden Piggot and the Confederate Medical Laboratory at Lincolnton by Guy R. Hasegawa

October

“In Good Faith”: The Rise and Fall of a Company Union in the Durham Hosiery Mills by Pamela C. Edwards


The Continental League and Its Western Carolina League Affiliate: Branch Rickey’s Second Finest Hour by Russell D. Buhite
Volume 80 (2003)

January

Trading in Lubberland: Maritime Commerce in Colonial North Carolina by Edwin L. Combs III

Public Poor Relief in Buncombe County, North Carolina, 1792–1860 by Timothy J. Lockley

“A Conspicuous Example of What is Termed the New South”: Tourism and Urban Development in Asheville, North Carolina, 1880–1925 by Richard D. Starnes

April

“And Made Us to Be a Kingdom”: Race, Antislavery, and Black Evangelicals in North Carolina’s Early Republic by Charlotte A. Haller

“This Monstrous Proposition”: North Carolina and the Confederate Debate on Arming the Slaves by Mark L. Bradley


July

The Mysterious Death of William Richardson: Kinship, Female Vulnerability, and the Myth of Supernaturalism in the Southern Backcountry by Peter N. Moore

“Cain’t Make a Living at a Cotton Mill”: The Life and Hillbilly Songs of Dave McCarn by Patrick J. Huber

Live Dunes and Ghost Forests: Stability and Change in the History of North Carolina’s Maritime Forests by Jim Senter

October

“By Dauntless Resolution and Unconquerable Faith”: Selected Anniversary Celebrations at the Site of the Wright Brothers’ First Flight, 1928–1978 by Stephen E. Massengill

“We Are All Armed and Ready”: Reactionary Insurgency Movements and the Formation of Segregated States in the American South and in South Africa by Christoph Strobel

“When Darkness Reigns Then is the Hour to Strike”: Moonshining, Federal Liquor Taxation, and Klan Violence in Western North Carolina, 1868–1872 by Bruce E. Stewart

Volume 79 (2002)

January
To “Prepare Our Sons for All the Duties that May Lie before Them”: The Hillsborough Military Academy and Military Education in Antebellum North Carolina by Stephen A. Ross


“All This Poor Province Could Do”: North Carolina and the Seven Years’ War, 1757–1762 by John R. Maass

April

“There Are Many Sick, Feeble, and Suffering Freedmen”: The Freedmen’s Bureau’s Health-Care Activities during Reconstruction in North Carolina, 1865–1868 by Reggie L. Pearson

Counterfeiting in Colonial North Carolina: A Reassessment by Alan D. Watson

The Fall of Fort Fisher: Contested Memories of the Civil War by Warren Ellem

July

“One Good Port”: Beaufort Harbor, North Carolina, 1863–1864 by Dan Blair

The Sauthier Maps and the Formal Gardens at Tryon Palace: Myth or Reality? by Charles Ewen, Patricia M. Samford, and Perry Mathewes

The Archaeology of Morley Jeffers Williams and the Restoration of Historic Landscapes at Stratford Hall, Mount Vernon, and Tryon Palace by Thomas E. Beaman Jr.

October

Searching for Land and God: The Pietist Migration to North Carolina in the Late Colonial Period by S. Scott Rohrer

Molehill to Mountain: How a Physics Graduate Student Tarnished the Reputation of the Atomic Energy Commission and Its Director by Jonathan Gentry

Volume 78 (2001)

January

Thomas and John Day and the Journey to North Carolina by Rodney D. Barfield

The Legendary Thomas Day: Debunking the Popular Mythology of an African American Craftsman by Patricia Phillips Marshall

The “Lost Colony” Found: A Documentary Perspective by Thomas C. Parramore

April
Indian Gaming and the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians by Christopher Arris Oakley

“Equal Rights to All and Special Privileges to None”: Grass-Roots Populism in North Carolina by James M. Beeby

Nathaniel Macon, Planter by William S. Price Jr.

July

Hocutt v. Wilson and Race Relations in Durham, North Carolina, during the 1930s by Jerry Gershenhorn

Suicidal Harvest: The Self-Destruction of North Carolina’s Naval Stores Industry by Robert B. Outland III

“Loyal to the Core”: Western North Carolina in the Great War by Daniel R. Varat

October

Claghorn’s Hammurabi: Senator Sam Ervin and Civil Rights by Karl E. Campbell

Preserving the Constitution, Guarding the Status Quo: Senator Sam Ervin and Civil Liberties by Karl E. Campbell

Volume 77 (2000)

January

George Henry White, Josephus Daniels, and the Showdown over Disfranchisement, 1900 by Benjamin R. Justesen II


April

Muslim Slave Aristocrats in North Carolina by Thomas C. Parramore

The United States Branch Mint at Charlotte: Superintendents, Spoils, and the Second-Party System, 1837–1841 by Jeff Forret

Battling “Old Rip”: Internal Improvements and the Role of State Government in Antebellum North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

July

Gender, Race, and the Cold War: Mary Price and the Progressive Party in North Carolina, 1945–1948 by Sayoko Uesugi

“Little-Souled Mercenaries”?: The Buffaloes of Eastern North Carolina during the Civil War by Judkin Jay Browning

October

“To look more closely at the man”: Wyatt Outlaw, a Nexus of National, Local, and Personal History by Carole Watterson Troxler

Zebulon B. Vance: A Confederate Nationalist in the North Carolina Gubernatorial Election of 1864 by Joe A. Mobley

“A Strong Force of Ladies”: Women, Politics, and Confederate Memorial Associations in Nineteenth-Century Raleigh by Catherine W. Bishir

Volume 76 (1999)

January


The Burning of America: Race, Radicalism, and the “Charlotte Three” Trial in 1970s North Carolina by J. Christopher Schutz


April

Slave Labor in North Carolina’s Antebellum Gold Mines by Jeff Forret


July

The Rise and Fall of Jim Crow in Southern College Sports: The Case of the Atlantic Coast Conference by Charles H. Martin

“A Various Course and a Wide Meaning”: Academic Freedom and the Carolina Political Union, 1936–1941 by Charles J. Holden

“A Traitor and a Scoundrel”: Benjamin S. Hedrick and the Making of a Dissenter in the Old South by Michael Thomas Smith

October
Gods and Men: The Meeting of Indian and White Worlds on the Carolina Outer Banks, 1584–1586 by Michael Leroy Oberg

Price and Strother, Joshua Potts, and the Evolution of “A Map of Cape Fear River and its Vicinity” by John A. Goree


Volume 75 (1998)

January


“Sailing under Steam”: The Advent of Steam Navigation in North Carolina to the Civil War by Alan D. Watson

Zebulon Vance and His Reconstruction of the Civil War in North Carolina by Gordon B. McKinney

April

“Caught Up in the Violent Whirlwind of Lynching”: The 1885 Quadruple Lynching in Chatham County, North Carolina by Patrick J. Huber

Richard Stanhope Pullen and Raleigh’s First Public Park, 1887–1920 by W. Carson Dean

July

Training the “Consecrated, Skillful, Christian Physician”: Documents Illustrating Student Life at Leonard Medical School, 1882–1918 by Todd L. Savitt

Phantom Pain: Civil War Amputation and North Carolina’s Maimed Veterans by Ansley Herring Wegner

“For the Benefit of Our Gallant Volunteers”: North Carolina’s State Medical Department and Civilian Volunteer Efforts, 1861–1862 by David A. Norris

October

Recollecting the Cotton Mill Wars: Proletarian Literature of the 1929–1931 Southern Textile Strikes by Robert W. Whalen


“Escape of the Match-Strikers”: Disorderly North Carolina Women, the Legal System, and the Samarcand Arson Case of 1931 by John Wertheimer and Brian Luskey et al.
Volume 74 (1997)

January


Montgomerie’s Cherokee Campaign, 1760: Two Contemporary Views by Richard C. Cole

North Carolina and Internal Improvements, 1783–1861: The Case of Inland Navigation by Alan D. Watson

April

“Among These American Heathens”: Congregationalist Missionaries and African American Evangelicals during Reconstruction, 1865–1878 by Karin L. Zipf

To Educate a Race: The Making of the First State Colored Normal School, Fayetteville, North Carolina, 1865–1877 by Mark A. Huddle

Cotton for the Kaiser: James Sprunt, Contraband, and the Wilmington Vice-Consulate by Robert J. Cain

July

“The Stirring Strains of Dixie”: The Civil War and Southern Identity in Haywood County, North Carolina by Richard D. Starnes

“The Grown-up Daughter”: The Case of North Carolina’s Cornelia Phillips Spencer by Annette C. Wright

Taking the Vows of Southern Liberalism: Guion and Guy Johnson and the Evolution of an Intellectual Partnership by Sarah Caroline Thuesen

October

“Home and Friends”: Kinship, Community, and Elite women in Caldwell County, North Carolina, during the Civil War by David H. McGee

An Unclean Vessel: Thomas Lanier Clingman and the “Railroad Ring” by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Volume 73 (1996)

January


A Changing World of Work: North Carolina Elite Women, 1865–1895 by Jane Turner Censer

Who Shall Dictate the Law?: Political Wrangling between “Whig” Lawyers and Backcountry Farmers in Revolutionary Era North Carolina by Lars C. Golumbic
April

The Committees of Safety and the Coming of the American Revolution in North Carolina, 1774–1776 by Alan D. Watson

“Few Were the Hearts . . . that did not Swell with Devotion”: Community and Confederate Service in Rowan County, North Carolina, 1861–1862 by Joshua McKaughan

African Americans and the War against Spain by Piero Gleijeses

July

“Chariots of Wrath”: North Carolinians Who Flew for France in World War I by Henry E. Mattox

“A Blessing in Disguise”: The Influenza Pandemic of 1918 and North Carolina’s Medical and Public Health Communities by David L. Cockrell

The Bingham School and Classical Education in North Carolina, 1793–1873 by Robert I. Curtis

October

Confederate Shipbuilding on the Cape Fear River by Edwin L. Combs III

“March of the Destroyer”: The New Bern Yellow Fever Epidemic of 1864 by Thomas J. Farnham and Francis P. King

Volume 72 (1995)

January

“Contrary to All Law and Justice”: The Unauthorized Salvage of Stranded and Sunken Vessels in the Greater Chesapeake, 1698–1750 by Samuel G. Margolin

Diversity, Religion, and the North Carolina Regulators by Andrew C. Denson

Confederate Conscription and the North Carolina Supreme Court by Jennifer Van Zant

April

Massacre at Plymouth: April 20, 1864 by Weymouth T. Jordan Jr. and Gerald W. Thomas

William Friday and the North Carolina Speaker Ban Crisis, 1963–1968 by William A. Link

July

“A New Playwright of Tragic Power and Poetic Impulse”: Paul Eliot Green at UNC-Chapel Hill in the 1920s by Frances W. Saunders
“An Angel has fallen!”: The Glasgow Land Frauds and the Emergence of the North Carolina Supreme Court by Russell S. Koonts

Sir William Berkeley and the Carolina Proprietary by Warren M. Billings

October

The Meherrin’s Secret History of the Dividing Line by Shannon Lee Dawdy

North Carolina’s Forgotten Abolitionist: The American Missionary Association Correspondence of Daniel Wilson by Mark Andrew Huddle

Samuel Stanford Ashley, Carpetbagger and Educator by John L. Bell

Volume 71 (1994)

January

The Seaborne Slave Trade of North Carolina by Walter E. Minchinton

“And Three Rousing Cheers for the Privates”: A Diary of the 1862 Roanoke Island Expedition by Mary Seaton Dix

Wormley’s Hotel Revisited: Richard Nixon’s Southern Strategy and the End of the Second Reconstruction by Bruce H. Kalk

April

Women’s Civil Actions in the North Carolina Higher Courts, 1670–1730 by Donna J. Spindel


July

“Several & Many Grievances of Very Great Consequences”: North Carolina’s Political Factionalism in the 1720s by John Paden


October
Culture and Conflict in the Early Black Church: A Moravian Mission Congregation in Antebellum North Carolina by Jon F. Sensbach

Mountain Farmers and the Market Economy: Ashe County during the 1850s by Martin Crawford

Donnybrook at Duke: The Gross-Edens Affair of 1960, Part II by Robert F. Durden

**Volume 70 (1993)**

**January**

The Hidden World of Mullet Camps: African American Architecture on the North Carolina Coast by David S. Cecelski

“I Have Killed a Damned Dog”: Murder by a Poor White in the Antebellum South by Scott P. Culclasure

Joseph Charles Price and his “Peculiar Work,” Part I by Paul Yandle

**April**

The Granville District and Its Land Records by Thornton W. Mitchell

Joseph Charles Price and His “Peculiar Work,” Part II by Paul Yandle

African American Intellectuals Confront the “Silent South”: The *What the Negro Wants* Controversy by Kenneth R. Janken

**July**

“A Whole Torrent of Mean and Malevolent Abuse”: Party Politics and the Clingman-Mitchell Controversy, Part I by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Raising the African Brigade: Early Black Recruitment in Civil War North Carolina by Richard Reid

Progressivism and the Higher Education of Southern Women by Amy Thompson McCandless

**October**

The Power of Image: Promotional Literature and Its Changing role in the Settlement of Early Carolina by Susan Schmidt Horning

“A Whole Torrent of Mean and Malevolent Abuse”: Party Politics and the Clingman-Mitchell Controversy, Part II by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Freedom Brings Problems: Letters from the McKays and the Nelsons in Liberia by Memory F. Mitchell

**Volume 69 (1992)**
January

Seiners and Tongers: North Carolina Fisheries in the Old and New South by Mark T. Taylor

Women’s Role in Civil War Western North Carolina by Gordon B. McKinney

“Let Us Have a Big Fair”: The North Carolina Exposition of 1884 by Jim L. Sumner

April

Southerner and Nativist: Kenneth Rayner and the Ideology of “Americanism” by Gregg Cantrell

Class Conflict and Political Upheaval: The Transformation of North Carolina Politics during the Civil War by Robin E. Baker

The Fellowship of Southern Churchmen and Interracial Change in the South by John A. Salmond

July

Paving the Way for the Tobacco Trust: From Hand Rolling to Mechanized Cigarette Production by W. Duke, Sons and Company by B. W. C. Roberts and Richard F. Knapp

“An Innocent and Injured Man”: The Allegations of Impropriety against the Reverend Patrick W. Dowd by Warren Lee Holleman and Carl Partin Holleman

Red String Scare: Civil War Southwest Virginia and the Heroes of America by Kenneth W. Noe

October

The Lottery in Early North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

Coping in Confederate Appalachia: Portrait of a Mountain Woman and Her Community at War by John C. Inscoe

A Question of Loyalty: Frank Porter Graham and the Atomic Energy Commission by Julian M. Pleasants

Volume 68 (1991)

January

The Constable in Colonial North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

The Politics of Relief: The North Carolina WPA and the Tar Heel Elections of 1936 by Ronald E. Marcello

“The Seat of Smiling Mirth”: The Ninepenny Whist Club of Wilmington, North Carolina, 1801–ca. 1807 by Richard Rankin
April

“Fly across the River”: The Easter Slave Conspiracy of 1802 by Douglas R. Egerton

Aborted Takeoff: A Critique of “Fly across the River” by Thomas C. Parramore

Prison Reform, Road Building, and Southern Progressivism: Joseph Hyde Pratt and the Campaign for “Good Roads and Good Men” by Robert E. Ireland

July

Women Artisans in Backcountry North Carolina, 1753–1790 by Johanna Miller Lewis

Sexual Violence, Gender, Reconstruction, and the Extension of Patriarchy in Granville County, North Carolina by Laura F. Edwards

Gender and Jim Crow: Sarah Dudley Pettey’s Vision of the New South by Glenda Elizabeth Gilmore

Learning to Be New Women: Campus Culture at the North Carolina Normal and Industrial College by Pamela Dean

“More Was Expected of Us”: The North Carolina League of Women Voters and the Feminist Movement in the 1920s by Kathryn L. Nasstrom

From Clubs to Parties: North Carolina Women in the Advancement of the New Deal by Sarah Wilkerson-Freeman

October

“Severe Survitude to House Building”: the Construction of Hayes Plantation House, 1814–1817 by Catherine W. Bishir

Clinton A. Cilley, Yankee War Hero in the Postwar South: A Study in the Compatibility of Regional Values by Paul D. Escott

Law and Society in a New South Community: Durham County, North Carolina, 1898–1899 by James L. Hunt

Volume 67 (1990)

January

“The Harvest Is Ripe, but the Laborers Are Few”: The Hookworm Crusade in North Carolina, 1909–1915 by William A. Link
“Our Remarkable Friendship”: The Secret Collaboration of Calvin H. Wiley and John W. Cuningham by Thomas E. Jeffrey

The Civil War Diary of Peter W. Hairston, Volunteer Aide to Major General Jubal A. Early, November 7–December 4, 1863 edited by Everard H. Smith

April

“The Graveyard of American Commanders”: The Continental Army’s Southern Department, 1776–1778 by Donald R. Lennon

John Carruthers Stanly and the Anomaly of Black Slaveholding by Loren Schweninger

The Johnston Will Case: A Clash of Titans, Part I by Max R. Williams

July


Those Opposed: The Antisuffragists in North Carolina, 1900–1920 by Elna C. Green

The Johnston Will Case: A Clash of Titans, Part II by Max R. Williams

October

Frank Porter Graham, Isaac Hall Manning, and the Jewish Quota at the University of North Carolina Medical School by Edward C. Halperin

Cottonseed Price-Fixing in Eastern North Carolina, 1903–1907 by Lynette B. Wrenn
A Scottish Document concerning Emigration to North Carolina in 1772 edited by Alexander Murdoch

Volume 66 (1989)

January

The Whiskey Rebellion in North Carolina by Jeffrey J. Crow

“Deception Is the Art of War”: Gabriel J. Rains, Torpedo Specialist of the Confederacy by W. Davis Waters

Confederate Dilemma: North Carolina Troops and the Deserter Problem, Part I by Richard Bardolph

April

A Social and Architectural History of the Girls’ Boarding School Building at Salem, North Carolina by Johanna Miller Lewis

Ironic of Reform: North Carolina Blacks and the New Deal by Douglas Carl Abrams
Confederate Dilemma: North Carolina Troops and the Deserter Problem, Part II by Richard Bardolph

**July**

Yeoman Independence and the Market: Social Status and Economic Development in Antebellum North Carolina by Paul D. Escott

William E. Dodd: The South’s Yeoman Historian by Fred A. Bailey

The Rebuilding of Duke University’s School of Law, 1925–1947, Part I by Robert F. Durden

**October**

The British Expedition to Wilmington, January–November, 17781 by Gregory De Van Massey

North Carolina Black Folklore and Song in the Age of Segregation: Toward Another Meaning of Survival by Raymond Gavins

The Rebuilding of Duke University’s School of Law, 1925–1947, Part II by Robert F. Durden

Volume 65 (1988)

**January**


The Last Hurrah: Bob Reynolds and the U.S. Senate Race in 1950 by Julian M. Pleasants

**April**

“A Perfect Equality Seemed to Reign”: Slave Society and Jonkonnu by Elizabeth A. Fenn

The Other Harry Golden: Harry Goldhurst and the Cannon Scandals by Robert A. Hohner

“Musquetoe” Bites: Caricatures of Lower Cape Fear Whigs and Tories on the Eve of the American Revolution by Richard Rankin

**July**

The North Carolina Inter-Collegiate Foot-Ball Association: The Beginnings of College Football in North Carolina by Jim L. Sumner

Reynolda: A Rural Vision in an Industrializing South by Margaret Supplee Smith

County Division: A Forgotten Issue in Antebellum North Carolina Politics, Part I by Thomas E. Jeffrey
October

The Rosenwald Schools and Black Education in North Carolina by Thomas W. Hanchett

One Recumbent Too Many: Duke University and the Ackland Art Museum by Robert F. Durden

County Division: A Forgotten Issue in Antebellum North Carolina Politics, Part II by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Volume 64 (1987)

January

Thomas L. Clingman and the Whig Party: A Reconsideration by Marc W. Kruman

The Public Meeting in Antebellum North Carolina: The Example of Edgecombe County by Alan D. Watson

“Better to Starve in the Shade than in the Factory”: Labor Protest in High Point, North Carolina, in the Early 1930s by John G. Selby

April

With Tuscarora Jack on the Back Path to Bath by Thomas C. Parramore

The Clansman on Stage and Screen: North Carolina Reacts by John C. Inscoe

A Half-Century of Health Care: Raleigh’s Rex Hospital, 1894–1944 by Memory F. Mitchell

July

The North Carolina State Professional Baseball League of 1902 by Jim L. Sumner

The Graham Plan of 1935: An Aborted Crusade to De-emphasize College Athletics by Richard Stone

Crises in University Governance: The Launching of Duke University, 1925–1935, Part I by Robert F. Durden

October

Hugh Williamson: The Poor Man’s Franklin and the National Domain by Louis W. Potts

“The Sword of the Spirit”: The WCTU and Moral Reform in North Carolina, 1883–1933 by Anastatia Sims

Crises in University Governance: The Launching of Duke University, 1925–1935, Part II by Robert F. Durden

Volume 63 (1986)

January

Slave Runaways in Colonial North Carolina, 1748–1775 by Marvin L. Michael Kay and Lorin Lee Cary
The Survival of the Cupola House: “A Venerable Old Mansion” by Bruce S. Cheeseman

Cradled in Conflict: Origins of East Carolina University by Mary Jo Jackson Bratton

April

Lincoln and Wartime Reconstruction in North Carolina, 1861–1863 by William C. Harris

Sterling, Campbell, and Albright: Textbook Publishers, 1861–1865 by Karen C. Carroll

New Light on Vicente Gonzalez’s 1588 Voyage in Search of Raleigh’s English Colonies by Paul E. Hoffman

July

Conscription, Citizenship, and “Civilization”: World War I and the Eastern Band of Cherokee by John R. Finger

The Good Works of St. John’s Guild, 1877–1893 by Memory F. Mitchell

In the Shadow of White Society: Princeville, a Black Town in North Carolina, 1865–1915 by Joe A. Mobley

October

Alexander Wilson’s Southern Tour of 1809: The North Carolina Transit and Subscribers to the American Ornithology by Marcus B. Simpson Jr. and Donald Steven McAllister


The Edwin Holt Family: Nineteenth-Century Capitalists in North Carolina by Bess Beatty

Volume 62 (1985)

January

A North Carolinian at West Point: Stephen Dodson Ramseur, 1855–1860 by Gary W. Gallagher

Panic and Reprisal: Reaction in North Carolina to the Nat Turner Insurrection, 1831 by Charles Edward Morris

The Making of a Populist: Marion Butler, 1863–1895, Part I by James L. Hunt

April

Copperplate Illustrations in Dr. John Brickell’s Natural History of North-Carolina (1737): Sources for the Provincial Map, Flora, and Fauna by Marcus B. Simpson Jr.

The Murder Trial of the Reverend Evan Jones, Baptist Missionary to the Cherokee in North Carolina, 1833 by William G. McLoughlin
The Making of a Populist: Marion Butler, 1863–1895, Part II by James L. Hunt

July

Bryan Tyson: Southern Unionist and American Patriot by William T. Auman

Edward Dilworth Latta and the Charlotte Consolidated Construction Company (1890–1925): Builders of a New South City by Dan L. Morrill

The Making of a Populist: Marion Butler, 1863–1895, Part III by James L. Hunt

October

Beyond “Free Suffrage”: North Carolina Parties and the Convention Movement of the 1850s by Thomas E. Jeffrey

The Miner’s World: Life and Labor at Gold Hill by Brent D. Glass

The Detectives of William W. Holden, 1869–1870 by Stephen E. Massengill

Volume 61 (1984)

January

“Poor Men with Rude Machinery”: The Formative Years of the Gold Hill Mining District, 1842–1853 by Brent D. Glass

The City That Never Was: Count von Zinzendorf’s Original Plan for Salem by Daniel B. Thorp

Neighbor against Neighbor: The Inner Civil War in the Randolph County Area of Confederate North Carolina by William T. Auman

April

Mountain Masters: Slaveholding in Western North Carolina by John C. Inscoe


The Politics of Cherokee Citizenship, 1898–1930 by George E. Frizzell

July

Courtship and Marriage in the Nineteenth Century: Albion and Emma Tourgée, a Case Study by Ruth Currie McDaniel

Black and Republican: Vicissitudes of a Minority Twice Over in the North Carolina House of Representatives, 1876–1877 by Frenise A. Logan
October

Black Builders in Antebellum North Carolina by Catherine W. Bishir

Poverty and Governmental Aid for the Poor in Confederate North Carolina by Paul D. Escott

Behind the Wire: German Prisoners of War at Camp Sutton, 1944–1946 by Robert D. Billinger Jr.

Volume 60 (1983)

January

The Moravian as Businessman: Gottlieb Schober of Salem by Jerry L. Surratt

North Carolina Slave Courts, 1715–1785 by Alan D. Watson


April

Moses Ashley Curtis (1808–1872): Contributions to Carolina Ornithology by Marcus B. Simpson Jr. and Sallie W. Simpson

Life and Leisure in the New South by John Shelton Reed

Folk Imagination and Music in Paul Green’s Early Dramas by Shelby Stephenson

Prelude to Reconstruction: The Correspondence of State Senator Leander Sams Gash, 1866–1867, Part II by Otto H. Olsen and Ellen Z. McGrew

July

The Indian “Princess” and the Architect: Origin of a North Carolina Legend by Carmine Andrew Prioli

A. G. Bauer, North Carolina’s New South Architect by William B. Bushong


October

Catholicism in Antebellum North Carolina by Stephen C. Worsley

The Building Process in Antebellum North Carolina by Carl Lounsbury
A Journalistic Medley: Newspapers and Periodicals in a Small North Carolina Community, 1859–1860 by Helen R. Watson

Volume 59 (1982)

January

Profile of Failure: The Carolana Project, 1629–1640 by Paul E. Kopperman

“Free Suffrage” Revisited: Party Politics and Constitutional Reform in Antebellum North Carolina by Thomas E. Jeffrey

The Racial Thought of White North Carolina Opponents of Slavery, 1789–1876 by Jeffrey Brooke Allen

April

North Carolina Rural Electrification: Precedent of the REA by D. Clayton Brown

Remembering Stalwarts by Sam Ragan

Humor, Wise and Otherwise by Sam J. Ervin Jr.

Damn Long Time between Drinks by Richard Walser

July

The Nineteenth-Century North Carolina State Fair as a Social Institution by Melton A. McLaurin

North Carolina Democrats and Silver Fusion Politics, 1892–1896 by Ronnie W. Faulkner

Two “Double V’s”: Jonathan Daniels, FDR, and Race Relations during World War II by Charles W. Eagles

A Map-Maker’s View of Anson County in 1769 by H. Roy Merrens and Herbert R. Paschal

October

The Tuscarora Ascendancy by Thomas C. Parramore

The Dialectic and Philanthropic Societies’ Contributions to the Library of the University of North Carolina, 1886–1906 by Maurice C. York

William Woods Holden: In Search of Vindication by William C. Harris

Volume 58 (1981)

Winter
Women in Colonial North Carolina: Overlooked and Underestimated by Alan D. Watson

Satisfaction at Bladensburg: The Pearson-Jackson Duel of 1809 by Stephen W. Brown

The “Irrepressible Conflict”: Slave Taxation and North Carolina’s Gubernatorial Election of 1860 by Donald C. Butts

Spring

Harriet Morrison Irwin’s Hexagonal House: An Invention to Improve Domestic Dwellings by Beverly Heisner

Preserving Our Heritage by Richard Bardolph

The North Carolina Literary and Historical Association: Looking to the Future by J. Edwin Hendricks

Thomas Hariot’s A Briefe and True Report of the New Found Land of Virginia, 1588: An Additional Source for Dr. John Brickell’s Natural History of North-Carolina, 1737 by Marcus B. Simpson Jr. and Sallie W. Simpson

Summer

What Price Loyalism? The Case of John Cruden, Commissioner of Sequestered Estates by Jeffrey J. Crow

A Test Case of the “Crying Evil”: Desertion among North Carolina Troops during the Civil War by Richard Reid

Samuel Field Phillips: The Odyssey of a Southern Dissenter by Robert D. Miller

Autumn

James Bennitt: Portrait of an Antebellum Yeoman by Arthur C. Menius III

The Heroes of America in Civil War North Carolina by William T. Auman and David D. Scarboro

How Sallie Southall Cotton Brought North Carolina to the Chicago World’s Fair of 1893 by William Stephenson

Volume 57 (1980)

Winter

Law and Disorder: The North Carolina Stamp Act Crisis by Donna J. Spindel

The Life-Style of an Eastern North Carolina Planter: Elias Carr of Bracebridge Hall by Lala Carr Steelman

Spring

The Role of Elias Carr in the North Carolina Farmers’ Alliance by Lala Carr Steelman

Reflections on Slavery Remembered by Paul D. Escott

My Exploration of the Southern Experience by Guion Griffis Johnson

Summer

The Davises, the Southalls, and the Founding of Wesleyan Female College, 1854–1859 by William E. Stephenson

The Fusion Legislatures of 1895 and 1897: A roll-Call Analysis of the North Carolina House of Representatives by Allen W. Trelease

William Percival, an English Architect in the Old North State, 1857–1860 by William B. Bushong

Autumn

“To Ride the Wood Mare”: Road Building and Militia Service in Colonial North Carolina, 1740–1775 by Marvin L. Michael Kay and William S. Price Jr.

Charles Force Deems and the Watchman: An Early Attempt at Post-Civil War Sectional Reconciliation by Daniel E. Sutherland

Defining the American University: The University of North Carolina, 1865–1875 by Robin Brabham

Volume 56 (1979)

Winter

The Saga of Tsali: Legend Versus Reality by John R. Finger

“The Worst Muddle Ever Seen in N.C. Politics”: The Farmers’ Alliance, the Subtreasury, and Zeb Vance by Alan B. Bromberg

John F. Kennedy’s Southern Strategy, 1956–1960 by Guy Paul Land

Spring

North Carolina and the Confederacy: The Weakness of States’ Rights during the Civil War by David D. Scarboro

The Indian in North Carolina by Joffre L. Coe

The Role of the Indian in North Carolina History by Ruth Y. Wetmore
A Historical Perspective about the Indians of North Carolina and an Overview of the Commission of Indian Affairs by the North Carolina Commission of Indian Affairs

Transportation in the Twentieth Century—A Historical Memoir by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon

**Summer**

Patents and Tithables in Proprietary North Carolina, 1663–1729 by Jacquelyn H. Wolf


**Autumn**

“To git out of a Troublesome neighborhood”: David Fanning in New Brunswick by Carole Watterson Troxler

“Thunder from the Mountains”: Thomas Lanier Clingman and the End of Whig Supremacy in North Carolina by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Origins of the Campaign for Constitutional Reform in North Carolina, 1912–1913 by Joseph F. Steelman

**Volume 55 (1978)**

**Winter**

Tory Plots and Anglican Loyalty: The Llewelyn Conspiracy of 1777 by Jeffrey J. Crow

The North Carolina Federalists, 1800–1816 by James H. Broussard

House Servants and Field Hands: Fragmentation in the Antebellum Slave Community by C. W. Harper

Guns for *Cuba Libre*: An 1895 Filibustering Expedition from Wilmington, North Carolina by Stephen H. Halkiotis

**Spring**

Internal Improvements and Political Parties in Antebellum North Carolina, 1836–1860 by Thomas E. Jeffrey

Black Genealogy by Minnie K. Peebles

Appalachian Speech by Cratis Williams

They Struck Sparks and Lit Literary Lanterns by Sam Ragan

Writing Out of Our Roots by Tom Wicker
**Summer**

Southern Women in the War: The North Carolina Woman’s Committee, 1917–1919 by William J. Breen

County Fiscal Policy in Colonial North Carolina by Alan D. Watson


Poetic Justice; or, an Ill-fated Epic by Thomas Burke by John Watterson

**Autumn**

Biblio-biography of Skitt Taliaferro by Richard Walser

John Brown’s Raid at Harpers Ferry and the Sectional Crisis in North Carolina by Victor B. Howard


**Winter**

The Reverend John Clayton’s Letters to the Royal Society of London, 1693–1694: An Important Source for Dr. John Brickell’s *Natural History of North-Carolina*, 1737 by Marcus B. Simpson Jr. and Sallie W. Simpson

The Development of Domestic Architecture in the Albemarle Region by Carl Lounsbury

Bishop Cheshire and Black Participation in the Episcopal Church: The Limitations of Religious Paternalism by Gaines M. Foster

“It is good to be religious”: A Loyal Slave on God, Masters, and the Civil War by Randall M. Miller

**Spring**

Squire Oldway and His Friends: Opposition to Internal Improvements in Antebellum North Carolina by Harry L. Watson

Power and Influence in Mecklenburg County, 1850–1880 by Gail W. O’Brien

The Rape of History by H. G. Jones

That Other Declaration: May 20, 1775–May 20, 1975 by Richard N. Current

**Summer**

The West Indian Antecedents of Josiah Martin, Last Royal Governor of North Carolina by Richard B. Sheridan
Slaveholding in the Salem Community, 1771–1851 by Philip Africa

The Wedding of Col. Benjamin Hawkins by C. L. Grant and Gerald H. Davis

**Autumn**

Public Poor Relief in Colonial North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

The “Unpainted Aristocracy”: The Beach Cottages of Old Nags Head by Catherine W. Bishir

The Battle of Elizabeth City: Christ and Antichrist in North Carolina by James T. Baker

**Volume 53 (1976)**

**Winter**

On the Color Line: Charles Waddell Chesnutt by Michael Flusche

The Folger-Chatham Congressional Primary of 1946 by Ralph J. Christian

Josiah Martin and His Search for Success: The Road to North Carolina by Vernon O. Stumpf

**Spring**

Hostility and Hope: Black Education in North Carolina during Presidential Reconstruction, 1865–1867 by Roberta Sue Alexander

George Moses Horton, North Carolinian by Blyden Jackson

The North Carolina Literary and Historical Association, 1900–1975 by Frontis W. Johnston

Elections to the United States Senate in North Carolina, 1835–1861 by Brian G. Walton

**Summer**

The United States Military Railroads in North Carolina, 1862–1865 by Charles L. Price

Off to Africa—with Judicial Blessing by Memory F. Mitchell


The Eastern Cherokee and the New Deal by Charles J. Weeks

**Autumn**

Tar Heel Tobacconist in Tokyo, 1899–1904 by Robert F. Durden
“Fusion, Confusion, and Negroism”: Schisms among Negro Republicans in the North Carolina Election of 1896 by Jeffrey J. Crow

The Appointment of Sheriffs in Colonial North Carolina: A Reexamination by Alan D. Watson

Volume 52 (1975)

Winter

Golden Promise in the Piedmont: The Story of John Reed’s Mine by Richard F. Knapp

The Foreign Attachment Law and the Coming of the Revolution in North Carolina by H. Braughn Taylor

North Carolina Quakers: Reluctant Slaveholders by Peter Kent Oppen

The Selection of North Carolina’s WPA Chief, 1935: A Dispute over Political Patronage by Ronald E. Marcello

Spring

Orphanage in Colonial North Carolina: Edgecombe County as a Case Study by Alan D. Watson

The Origins of the Duke Endowment and the Launching of Duke University by Robert F. Durden

“Cite Them Both to Attend the Next Church Conference”: Social Control by North Carolina Baptist Churches, 1772–1908 by Henry S. Stroupe

Summer

From Economic Sanctions to Political Separation: The North Carolina Delegation to the Continental Congress, 1774–1776 by David T. Morgan and William J. Schmidt

The Role of Dissent in Community Evolution among Moravians in Salem, 1772–1860 by Jerry L. Surratt

The Completion of the Western North Carolina Railroad: Politics of Concealment by Margaret W. Morris


Autumn

Robert Donaldson, the First North Carolinian to Become Prominent in the Arts by John V. Allcott

A Felicitous Life: Lucy Martin Battle, 1805–1874 by W. Conard Gass

Volume 51 (1974)

Winter
Carolina and the Incomparable Roanoke: Explorations and Attempted Settlements, 1620–1663 by William S. Powell

The Bartons of Bartonsville by Thomas C. Parramore

Agrarian Protest at the Forks of the Creek: Three Subordinate Farmers’ Alliances in North Carolina by Robert C. McMath Jr.

The Bonus March of 1932: A Unique Experience in North Carolina Political and Social Life by Robert V. Parker

Spring

Horses and Horsemen in Northampton before 1900 by Henry W. Lewis

A Strange Incident in George Burrington’s Royal Governorship by William S. Price Jr.

Absent with Leave, or How Musty Files Came Alive by Thad Stem Jr.

Looking for Peirson Ricks by Frank Borden Hanes

The Veil of Humility by Archie K. Davis

Summer

The Ferry in Colonial North Carolina: A Vital Link in Transportation by Alan D. Watson

J. E. B. Stuart’s Letters to His Hairston Kin, 1850–1855 edited by Peter W. Hairston

Autumn

Forging the Tremulous Link: The First Half-Century of the North Carolina Historical Review by Thomas C. Parramore

Calvin J. Cowles’s Gap Creek Mine: A Case Study of Mine Speculation in the Gilded Age by Susan Sokol Blosser

The Disappearing Dry: Raymond Robins and the Last Days of Prohibition by LeRoy Ashby

Volume 50 (1973)

Winter


The Nonecclesiastical Activities of an English and a North Carolina Parish: A Comparative Study by John M. Garland

Dr. John Carr Monk: Sampson County’s Latter-Day “Cornelius” by Charles H. Bowman Jr.
Civil War Letters of George Washington Whitman from North Carolina edited by Jerome M. Loving

Spring

Crisis of Identity: The Negro Community in Raleigh, 1890–1900 by Dorothy A. Gay
Creatures of North Carolina from Roanoke Island to Purgatory Mountain by William S. Powell
Thomas Wolfe Once Again by Louis D. Rubin Jr.

Summer

Society and Economy in Colonial Edgecombe County by Alan D. Watson
Horatio Gates in the Southern Department, 1780: Serious Errors and a Costly Defeat by Paul David Nelson
Representative Lindsay Warren, the Water Bloc, and the Transportation Act of 1940 by David Porter
Frank Pierce Milburn (1868–1926), A Major Southern Architect by Lawrence Wodehouse
Five Letters from Jesse Holmes, The Fool Killer, to the Editor of the Milton Chronicle edited by Durward T. Stokes

Autumn

Nathaniel Blount: Last Clergyman of the “Old Church” by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon
Golden Grains of White: Rice Planting on the Lower Cape Fear by James M. Clifton
A Troublesome Legacy: James B. Duke’s Bequest to His Cousins by Robert F. Durden

Volume 49 (1972)

Winter

Adam Boyd, Publisher, Preacher, and Patriot by Durward T. Stokes
Negro Legislators in the North Carolina General Assembly, July, 1868–February, 1872 by Elizabeth Balanoff
Calvin Jones, M.D.: A Case Study in the Practice of Early American Medicine by Thomas B. Jones

Spring

Dissent in North Carolina during the War of 1812 by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon
James Iredell’s Efforts to Preserve the First British Empire by Don Higginbotham
The Social Philosophy of Charles A. Ellwood by Bruce E. Whitaker

A Family Tells Its Own Story by L. H. Butterfield

The Episcopal School of North Carolina, 1832–1842 by Michael T. Malone

**Summer**

Cornelius Harnett: Revolutionary Leader and Delegate to the Continental Congress by David T. Morgan

The 1806 Survey of the North Carolina Coast, Cape Hatteras to Cape Fear by G. Melvin Herndon

The Philanthropic Bequests of John Rex of Raleigh, Part I by Memory F. and Thornton W. Mitchell

The Filibuster Minister: The Career of John Hill Wheeler as United States Minister to Nicaragua, 1854–1856 by Randall O. Hudson

The Knights of Labor in North Carolina Politics by Melton McLaurin

**Autumn**

Agricultural Propaganda in Lawson’s *A New Voyage to Carolina* by W. H. Lindgren III

The Carolina Regulators: A Note on Changing Interpretations by George R. Adams

The Philanthropic Bequests of John Rex of Raleigh, Part II by Memory F. and Thornton W. Mitchell

Hinton Rowan Helper, Racist and Reformer: A Letter to Senator John Sherman of Ohio by Gerald Gaither and John Muldowny

**Volume 48 (1971)**

**Winter**

Tar, Staves, and New England Rum: The Trade of Aaron Lopez of Newport, Rhode Island, with Colonial North Carolina by Virginia Bever Platt

Magistrates Courts in Early North Carolina by Paul M. McCain


The “Country Distemper” in Colonial North Carolina by Thomas C. Parramore

Secretary William A. Graham, Naval Administrator, 1850–1852 by Max R. Williams

**Spring**
The Ordeal of Governor Burke by John S. Watterson III

Southern Strategy: A Historical Perspective by George B. Tindall


Edward R. Murrow by Charles Kuralt

Sleeping Not with the King’s Grant: A Rereading of Some Proprietary Documents, 1633–1667 by Daniel W. Fagg Jr.

Summer


The Books They Left: Some “Liberies” in Edgecombe County, 1733–1783 by Helen R. Watson

The Old South and the Classical World by Edwin A. Miles

The Election Campaign of Governor Jarvis, 1880: A Study of the Issues by Elgiva D. Watson

Autumn

Changing Philosophies and Practices in North Carolina Orphanages by Arthur E. Fink

Was Richard Hakluyt a Negative Influence in the Colonization of Virginia? By Robert Detweiler


Volume 47 (1970)

Winter

Griffith John McRee: An Unromantic Historian of the Old South by Clyde Wilson

Shock and Assault in the First Battle of Fort Fisher by Charles L. Price and Claude C. Sturgill

Found: The Missing Editorship of W. J. Cash by Joseph L. Morrison

A Yankee Tutor in the Old South by Robert G. McLean

Spring

The Foundations of the Whig Party in North Carolina by Max R. Williams

In Quest of a Spiritual Renaissance by Richard F. Gibbs

Beyond the Moon by Hold McPherson
A People Divided by Julian P. Boyd

Two Eighteenth Century Dunker Congregations in North Carolina by Roger E. Sappington

Summer


Republican Party Strategists and the Issue of Fusion with Populists in North Carolina, 1893–1894 by Joseph F. Steelman

Report to the Readers by Memory F. Mitchell

Accounts of Moravian Mountain Excursions of a Hundred Years Ago by Horace W. Raper

Autumn

Archibald Monk: Public Servant of Sampson County by Charles H. Bowman Jr.

Beaufort, North Carolina: Its Development as a Colonial Town by Charles L. Paul

A Half-Century of a Georgia Rice Plantation by James M. Clifton

Volume 46 (1969)

Winter

The Turbulent Life of Captain James Wimble by William P. Cumming

Charles A. Beard, the Quaker Spirit, and North Carolina by Peter A. Soderbergh

Three Poems from Colonial North Carolina by Richard Beale Davis

A Yank in the Carolinas Campaign: The Diary of James W. Chapin, Eighth Indiana Cavalry edited by Donald E. Reynolds and Max H. Kele

Spring

The Progressive Democratic Convention of 1914 in North Carolina by Joseph F. Steelman

Independent Mecklenburg by Chalmers G. Davidson

An Era of Educational Change by James S. Ferguson

Old Mecklenburg and the Meaning of the American Experience by Charles Sellers

Wimble’s Maps and the Colonial Cartography of the North Carolina Coast by William P. Cumming
Summer

Tyson & Jones Buggy Company: The History of a Southern Carriage Works by John G. Reilly

Dunker Beginnings in North Carolina in the Eighteenth Century by Roger E. Sappington

Charles Napoleon Bonaparte Evans and the Milton Chronicle by Durward T. Stokes

North Carolina Newspaper Accounts of Lincoln’s First Inaugural by Bert E. Bradley

The Governors of Albemarle County, 1663–1689 by Lindley S. Butler

Autumn

The North Carolina Constitutional Convention of 1835: A Study in Jacksonian Democracy by Harold J. Counihan

The Merchants Foote by Thomas C. Parramore

City Planning in North Carolina, 1900–1929 by Kay Haire Huggins

A Spanish Discovery of North Carolina in 1566 by L. A. Vigneras

Volume 45 (1968)

Winter

Kemp Plummer Battle and the Development of Historical Instruction at the University of North Carolina by W. Conard Gass

William A. Graham and the Election of 1844: A Study in North Carolina Politics by Max R. Williams

Threat from the West: North Carolina and the Cherokee: 1776–1778 by Robert L. Ganyard

Ordinaries in Colonial Eastern North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

Spring

Legal Aspects of “Culpeper’s Rebellion” by Mattie Erma E. Parker

“Marriage or Divorce—Happiness or Misery—The Current and Future Relationship of Literature and History”—A Forum

Let’s Make History Come Alive by Gertrude S. Carraway

Is Our Heritage for the Chosen Few? By Carlisle H. Humelsine
A Southern Democrat at Large: William Hodge Kitchin and the Populist Party by H. Larry Ingle

**Summer**

Josephus Daniels and the Armor Trust by Melvin I. Urofsky


Joseph Winston: North Carolina Jeffersonian by J. Edwin Hendricks

Glimpses of North Carolina in the Writings of Northern and Foreign Travelers, 1783–1860 by James W. Patton

**Autumn**

The Great Escape from Forten Gaol: An Incident of the Revolution by Thomas C. Parramore

Freedom during the Fremont Campaign: The Fate of One North Carolina Republican in 1856 by Monty Woodall Cox

The “Mirlo” Rescue by Edwin C. Bearss

Regulation and Administration of Roads and Bridges in Colonial Eastern North Carolina by Alan D. Watson

*Volume 44 (1967)*

**Winter**

The Manufacture and Use of Bricks at the Raleigh Settlement on Roanoke Island by J. C. Harrington

John Mare: A Composite Portrait by Helen Burr Smith and Elizabeth V. Moore

Reaction in North Carolina to the Emancipation Proclamation by Harold D. Moser

The Dangers of Reaction: Repeal of the Revenue Act of 1918 by H. Larry Ingle

**Spring**

Factors in the Economy of Colonial Beaufort by Charles L. Paul

The Moravians and Wachovia by Kenneth G. Hamilton


My Brother’s Keeper: William H. Polk Goes to School edited by Paul H. Bergeron
Summer

Southern Presbyterians in the Confederacy by W. Harrison Daniel

Revolutionary Origins of the South’s Constitutional Defenses by David L. Smiley

The “Tar Heel Editor” in North Carolina’s Crisis, 1929–1932 by Joseph L. Morrison

Indian Agriculture in the Southern Colonies by G. Melvin Herndon

Autumn

The End of the Rebellion by Robert B. Murray

The Presidential Election of 1852: Death Knell of the Whig Party of North Carolina by James R. Morrill

“Russellborough”: Two Royal Governors’ Mansion at Brunswick Town by Stanley A. South

Henry Pattillo in North Carolina by Durward T. Stokes

Aboard a Blockade Runner: Some Civil War Experiences of Jerome DuShane by Hugh G. Earnhart

Volume 43 (1966)

Winter


John Adams and the Moderate Federalists: The Cape Fear Valley As a Test Case by Leonard L. Richards

The Trials of a Republican State Chairman: John Motley Morehead and North Carolina Politics, 1910–1912 by Joseph F. Steelman

Attitudes in North Carolina Regarding the Independence of Cuba, 1868–1898 by George H. Gibson

Nathaniell Batts, Landholder on Pasquotank River, 1660 by Elizabeth G. McPherson

Spring

H.M.S. “Tiger” by Tom Glasgow Jr.

Richmond Pearson, Roosevelt Republicans, and the Campaign of 1912 in North Carolina by Joseph F. Steelman

North Carolina and Its University Press by Lambert Davis

Searching for Clues to History through Historic Site Archaeology by Stanley A. South

For the Want of a Scribe by Glenn Tucker
Days of Defiance: Resistance to the Stamp Act in the Lower Cape Fear by Lawrence Lee

**Summer**

Raleigh—An Example of the “New South”? by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon

A Carpetbagger’s Conversion to White Supremacy by Wilton B. Fowler

John Alexander, Anglican Missionary by Thomas C. Parramore

Josephus Daniels and the Publicity Campaign for Naval and Industrial Preparedness before World War I by Theodore A. Thelander

Annie Oakley in the South by Claude R. Flory

**Autumn**

A Union Election in Civil War North Carolina by Norman D. Brown

North Carolina and the Great Revival of 1800 by Durward T. Stokes

The Noble Savage Convention as Epitomized in John Lawson’s *A New Voyage to Carolina* by A. L. Diket

Vicissitudes of Republican Party Politics: The Campaign of 1892 in North Carolina by Joseph F. Steelman

Volume 42 (1965)

**Winter**

James Davis and the Beginning of the Newspaper in North Carolina by Robert N. Elliott Jr.

A Southern Democratic Primary: Simmons vs. Bailey in 1930 by Richard L. Watson

The North Carolina Manumission Society, 1816–1834 by Patrick Sowle

Conspiracy or Popular Movement: The Historiography of Southern Support for Secession by William J. Donnelly

Architectural Developments at “Montrose” in the 1850s by John V. Allcott

**Spring**

Colonial Beaufort by Charles L. Paul

Republicanism in North Carolina: John Motley Morehead’s Campaign to Revive a Moribund Party, 1908–1910 by Joseph F. Steelman
Serious Reading in Halifax County, 1860–1865 by James W. Patton

History, Literature, and the Public at Large by George V. Taylor

General Sherman’s March through North Carolina by John G. Barrett

The Confederate Centennial: A Report by Norman Larson

**Summer**


North Carolina and the Administration of Brevet Major General Sickles by James Roy Morrill III

Cockfighting: An Early Entertainment in North Carolina by B. W. C. Roberts

A State’s Concern for the Soldiers’ Welfare: How North Carolina Provided for Her Troops during the Revolution by Paul V. Lutz

An Intellectual on Politics: William Garrott Brown and the Ideal of a Two-Party South by Bruce L. Clayton

The Ironic Fate of the “Southern Star” by Thomas C. Parramore

**Autumn**

Baptists and the Negro in North Carolina during Reconstruction by John L. Bell Jr.

Stephen Beauregard Weeks: North Carolina’s First “Professional” Historian by H. G. Jones

The Acquisition of the Stephen B. Weeks Collection of Caroliniana by Louis Round Wilson

Panacea Springs: Fashionable Spa by Ralph Hardee Rives

Provincial Taxes in North Carolina during the Administrations of Dobbs and Tryon by Marvin L. Michael Kay

Trends in Historical Interpretation: James K. Polk by James J. Horn

**Volume 41 (1964)**

**Winter**

Calvin H. Wiley’s View of the Negro by Paul M. Ford

The Wilmington Committee of Public Safety and the Loyalist Rising of February, 1776 by Laura Page Frech

Reconstruction of the North Carolina Textile Industry, 1865–1885 by Richard W. Griffin
The North Carolina Background of Richard Jordan Gatling by Thomas C. Parramore

Republican Factionalism in North Carolina, 1904–1906 by David C. Roller

Carolina in the Seventeenth Century: An Annotated Bibliography of Contemporary Publications by William S. Powell

Spring

Inconstant Rebels: Desertion of North Carolina Troops in the Civil War by Richard Bardolph

The Shaping of a Political Leader: Josiah W. Bailey and the Gubernatorial Campaign of 1924 by John Robert Moore

Archaeology: Handmaiden to History by I. Noel Hume

“The Manner of Living of the North Carolinians,” by Francis Veale, December 19, 1730 edited by Edmund and Dorothy S. Berkeley

A Proclamation: “To the People of _______________” by Louis Manarin

Summer

Development and Organization of the North Carolina Militia by E. Milton Wheeler

Thomas Hart in North Carolina by Durward T. Stokes

Southern Protestantism and the Negro, 1860–1865 by W. Harrison Daniel

Charles McIver Fights for the Tarheel Negro’s Right to an Education by William E. King

The North Carolina Tobacco Marketing Crisis of 1933 by James C. Daniel

Autumn

Silas McDowell and the Early Botanical Exploration of Western North Carolina by Gary S. Dunbar

Jonathan Elwood Cox and North Carolina’s Gubernatorial Campaign of 1908 by Joseph F. Steelman

A Year in Hertford County with Elkanah Watson by Thomas C. Parramore

Spanish Reaction to Carolina by J. Leitch Wright Jr.

The Price and Strother First Actual Survey of State of North Carolina by Mary Lindsay Thornton
Volume 40 (1963)

Winter

The Education of William A. Graham by Max R. Williams

The Presbyterian Church and the Negro in North Carolina during Reconstruction by John L. Bell Jr.

The North Carolina Lower House and the Power to Appoint Public Treasurers, 1711–1775 by Jack P. Greene

Bleaseism in North Carolina Waters edited by Roy F. Nichols

Spring

William Louis Poteat and the Evolution controversy by Suzanne Cameron Linder

The Confederate Refugees in North Carolina by Mary Elizabeth Massey

North Carolina’s Reaction to the Currency Act of 1764 by Robert M. Weir

A New History Building for North Carolina by McDaniel Lewis

Three Hundred Years of Carolina History by Chalmers G. Davidson

Localized History in the Age of Explosions by Clifford L. Lord

Summer

Jared Sparks in North Carolina by John H. Moore

Abolitionist Missionary Activities in North Carolina by Clifton H. Johnson

Entertainment in Raleigh in 1890 by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon

The Elections of 1872 in North Carolina by Douglass C. Dailey

The Founding of New Bern: A Footnote edited by Fred J. Allred and Alonzo T. Dill

Autumn

Our Living and Our Dead: A Post-Bellum North Carolina Magazine of Literature and History by Ray M. Atchison

Albion W. Tourgée: Carpetbagger by Otto H. Olsen

Joseph Hewes and Independence: A Suggestion by Allan J. McCurry
North Carolina and Federal Aid to Education: Public Reaction to the Blair Bill, 1881–1890 by Willard B. Gatewood Jr.

Champagne at Brindletown: The Story of the Burke County Gold Rush, 1829–1833 by Edward W. Phifer

Volume 39 (1962)

Winter

Saga of a Burke County Family, Part I by Edward W. Phifer

The Burning of Winton in 1862 by Thomas C. Parramore

The Romance of Woodrow Wilson and Ellen Axson by George Osborn

The Prison Diary of Adjutant Francis Atherton Boyle, C.S.A. edited by Mary L. Thornton

Spring

James Carter: Founder of Salisbury by Robert W. Ramsey

Saga of a Burke County Family, Part II by Edward W. Phifer


The Local Records Program in North Carolina by John Alexander McMahon

A Land More Large Than Earth by Bernice Kelly Harris

The South on the Eve of the Civil War by Lenoir Chambers

Letters from Nathaniel Macon to John Randolph of Roanoke edited by Elizabeth G. McPherson

Summer

Religious Toleration and Politics in Early North Carolina by Haskell Monroe

Daniel Worth: Tar Heel Abolitionist by Noble J. Tolbert

Saga of a Burke County Family, Conclusion by Edward W. Phifer

The Ku Klux Klan: A Study in Reconstruction Politics and Propaganda by Otto H. Olsen

Littleton Female College by Ralph Hardee Rives

Autumn

Patrons of the Press: Subscription Book Purchases in North Carolina, 1733–1850 by William S. Powell
Volume 38 (1961)

January

The Nat Turner Insurrection as Reported in the North Carolina Press by Robert N. Elliott

The Significance of Stoneman’s Last Raid, Part I by Ina W. Van Noppen

The Woman Suffrage Movement in North Carolina, Part I by A. Elizabeth Taylor

Diary of Thomas Miles Garret at the University of North Carolina, 1849, Part I edited by John Bowen Hamilton

April

The Significance of Stoneman’s Last Raid, Part II by Ina W. Van Noppen

The Woman Suffrage Movement in North Carolina, Part II [Concluded] by A. Elizabeth Taylor

The Carolina Charter Tercentenary Commission by John D. F. Phillips

The North Carolina Confederate Centennial Commission by Norman C. Larson

North Carolina History—A Summary of What Has Been Done and What needs to be Done by Hugh Talmage Lefler

The American Cultural Explosion by Edward P. Alexander

Diary of Thomas Miles Garret at the University of North Carolina, 1849, Part II edited by John Bowen Hamilton

July

North Carolina Friends and the Revolution by Dorothy Gilbert Thorne

The Significance of Stoneman’s Last Raid, Part III by Ina W. Van Noppen

October

Nathaniel Rochester in North Carolina by Durward T. Stokes

Senator Nathaniel Macon and the Public Domain, 1815–1828 by Zane L. Miller

The Significance of Stoneman’s Last Raid [*Concluded*] by Ina W. Van Noppen

Governor Daniel L. Russell Explains His “South Dakota Bond” Scheme by Robert F. Durden

Diary of Thomas Miles Garrett at the University of North Carolina, 1849 [*Concluded*] edited by John Bowen Hamilton

Volume 37 (1960)

January

Opinion in North Carolina Regarding the Acquisition of Texas and Cuba, 1835–1855 by George H. Gibson

Money, Banking, and Burke County in the Ante-Bellum Era by Edward W. Phifer

The Appalachian National Park Movement, 1885–1901 by Charles Dennis Smith

Reuben Knox Letters, 1848–1851 edited by Charles W. Turner

April


A Ten-Year Plan for North Carolina by Henry Belk

Aycock and Universal Education by Robert B. House

Culture in North Carolina Today by Richard Walser

Commitments and Choices by John A. Krout

Reuben Knox Letters, 1849–1851 edited by Charles Turner

July

Victory in the South: An Appraisal of General Greene’s Strategy in the Carolinas by George W. Kyte

Charles Henry Foster and the Unionists of Eastern North Carolina by Norman C. DeLaney
Sherman and Total War in the Carolinas by John G. Barrett

The Republican Party and Public Education in North Carolina, 1867–1900 by Daniel J. Whitener


October

Twenty-Seven Tickets by George H. Gibson

Newspaper Finance in North Carolina’s Piedmont and Mountain Sections during the 1850s by John C. Ellen Jr.

*The Land We Love*: A Southern Post-Bellum Magazine of Agriculture, Literature, and Military History by Ray M. Atchison


New England Tutors in Granville County, North Carolina, 1845–1850 edited by James W. Patton

Volume 36 (1959)

January

The Outer Banks of North Carolina during the Revolutionary War by Norman C. DeLaney

François X. Martin and His *History of North Carolina* by W. B. Yearns

Certain Aspects of Medical Practice in Ante-bellum Burke County by Edward W. Phifer

An Aspect of Church and State Relations in the Confederacy: Southern Protestantism and the Office of Army Chaplain by W. Harrison Daniel

With Calvin H. Wiley in Tennessee through Unpublished Letters by Mary C. Wiley

April


We’ve Come a Long Way: History and Historical Activities in North Carolina by Christopher Crittenden

Lest We Forget: North Carolina’s Commemoration of the War between the States by Hugh Dortch

“Tweetsie” by Julian Scheer

Belle-Lettres in North Carolina, 1957–1958 by James S. Purcell

Education for the People by D. J. Whitener
The Most Mistreated of Presidents

Civil War Letters of E. N. Boots from New Bern and Plymouth edited by Wilfred W. Black

July

North Carolina’s Agricultural Journals, 1838–1861: A Crusading Press by Wesley H. Wallace


Furniture Making in High Point, North Carolina by Charles H. V. Ebert

The North Carolina Records Management Program by Fannie Memory Blackwelder

The Journal of Ebenezer Hazard in North Carolina, 1777 and 1778 edited by Hugh Buckner Johnston

October

The Theater in Asheville from 1879 to 1931 by Donald J. Rulfs

President Garfield and the “Solid South” by Vincent P. De Santis

Problems of Writing a College History by Francis B. Dedmond

A North Carolina Gaelic Bard by Charles W. Dunn

“The Road to Gettysburg”—The Diary and Letters of Leonidas Torrence of the Gaston Guards edited by Haskell Monroe

Volume 35 (1958)

January

History in Your Own Backyard by David Stick

Benson J. Lossing and North Carolina Revolutionary History by Edwin A. Miles

Raising a Volunteer Regiment for Mexico, 1846–1847 by Lee A. Wallace

A Forgotten Institution—Private Banks in North Carolina by H. H. Mitchell

Eighteenth-Century North Carolina Imprints: A Revision and Supplement to McMurtrie by William S. Powell

April

Postal History of North Carolina, 1789–1795 by Arthur Hecht
Edmund Burke Haywood and Raleigh’s Confederate Hospitals by H. H. Cunningham

The Movement in North Carolina to Establish a State Supported College for Negroes by Frenise A. Logan

History is an Important Product by Gertrude S. Carraway

Some Aspects of North Carolina’s Participation in the Gettysburg Campaign by Glenn Tucker

Literature and History by Gilbert T. Stephenson

July

The Warrenton Female Academy of Joseph Mordecai, 1809–1818 by Stanley L. Falk

John Branch and the Origins of the Whig Party in North Carolina by William S. Hoffmann

Educational Attitudes of North Carolina Baptists by David L. Smiley

The Era of the Opera House in Piedmont North Carolina by Donald J. Rulfs

A Letter Concerning a Visit to Ocracoke edited by C. A. Weslager

October

French-American Trade during the Confederation, 1781–1789 by John F. Stover

The Oconaluftee Valley, 1800–1860: A Study of the Sources of Mountain History by Robert S. Lambert

Appleton Oaksmith, Filibuster Agent by John J. TePaske

The Economic Status of the Town Negro in Post-Reconstruction North Carolina by Frenise A. Logan

The Fort Fisher and Wilmington Campaign: Letters from Rear Admiral David D. Porter edited by James M. Merrill

Volume 34 (1957)

January

Cherokee-White Relations on the Southern Frontier in the Early Nineteenth Century by Henry T. Malone


Organization and Early Years of the North Carolina Bar Association by Fannie Farmer Blackwelder

The Colored Industrial Association of North Carolina and Its Fair of 1886 by Frenise A. Logan
Civil War Letters of Henry W. Barrow Written to John w. Fries, Salem edited by Marian H. Blair

April


A Bibliography of the Published Writings of Benjamin Griffith Brawley by John W. Parker

Dare County Belle-Lettres by Richard Walser

Roanoke Colonists and Explorers: An Attempt at Identification by William S. Powell

Life and Literature by Gilbert T. Stephenson

One Hundred Years Ago by Roy F. Nichols

July

John Lawson’s Alter-Ego—Dr. John Brickell by Percy G. Adams

The Dugger-Dromgoole Duel by Henry W. Lewis

Gifford Pinchot at Biltmore by Harold T. Pinkett

The Idea of a Cotton Textile Industry in the South, 1870–1900 by Herbert Collins

Simms’s Views on National and Sectional Literature, 1825–1845 by John C. Guilds

Tryon’s “Book” on North Carolina edited by William S. Powell

October

Cherokee Pre-History by David H. Corkran

Counterfeiting in Colonial North Carolina by Kenneth Scott

Joseph Seawell Jones of Shocco—Historian and Humbug by Edwin A. Miles

Woodrow Wilson: The Evolution of a Name by George C. Osborn

Childhood Recollections of My Father by Mary C. Wiley

Volume 33 (1956)

January

Evidence of Manual Reckoning in the Cittie of Ralegh by J. C. Harrington
The Mysterious Case of George Higby Throop (1818–1896); or, the Search for the Author of the Novels *Nag’s Head, Bertie, and Lynde Weiss* by Richard Walser

The Movement of Negroes from North Carolina, 1876–1894 by Frenise A. Logan


**April**

The Mind of the North Carolina Advocates of Mercantilism by C. Robert Haywood

The Downfall of the Democrats: The Reaction of North Carolinians to Jacksonian Land Policy by William S. Hoffmann

The Valley of Humility by Manly Wade Wellman

History and Progress of the Western North Carolina Historical Association by Clarence W. Griffin

Resurgent Southern Sectionalism, 1933–1955 by Fletcher M. Green

**July**

Cultural and Social Advertising in Early North Carolina Newspapers by Wesley H. Wallace

Educational Activities of the Disciples of Christ in North Carolina, 1852–1902 by Griffith A. Hamlin

Johnston’s Last Stand—Bentonville by Jay Luvaas

James Yadkin Joyner, Educational Statesman by Elmer D. Johnson

Plantation Experiences of a New York Woman edited by James C. Bonner

**October**

Josephus Daniels as a Reluctant Candidate by E. David Cronon

The *Collegium Musicum Salem*: Its Music, Musicians, and Importance by Donald M. McCorkle

The Confederate Preacher Goes to War by James W. Silver

Home-Life in Rockingham County in the ’Eighties and ’Nineties edited by Marjorie Craig

Plantation Experiences of a New York Woman (Concluded) edited by James C. Bonner

Volume 32 (1955)
January

The Church Establishment in North Carolina, 1765–1776 by Paul Conkin

The Election of 1836 in North Carolina by William S. Hoffmann

“The Great Reconstructor”: General E. R. S. Canby and the Second Military District by Max L. Heyman

The Free Agriculture Population in Sumter District, South Carolina, 1850–1860 by Margaret Burr DesChamps

Editor Hayne to Editor Kingsbury: Three Significant Unpublished Letters edited by Francis B. Dedmond

A Description of “Carolana” by a “Well-Willer,” 1649 by Hugh Talmage Lefler

April

North Carolina Tariff Policies, 1775–1789 by William Frank Zornow

John Chavis as a Preacher to Whites by Margaret Burr DesChamps

Thirty Years of the New History: A Study of The North Carolina Historical Review, 1924–1953 by Paul Murray

The Jewish People of North Carolina by Harry L. Golden

Elizabethan Politics and Colonial Enterprise by Louis B. Wright

July

Bedford Brown: State Rights Unionist by Houston G. Jones

Legal Status of Public School Education for Negroes in North Carolina, 1877–1894 by Frenise A. Logan

The Unpleasantness at Stecoe by David H. Corkran

Nathaniel Macon and the Southern Protest against National Consolidation by Noble E. Cunningham Jr.


Paulding’s Letter to John C. Calhoun edited by Jay B. Hubbell

October

Property and Trade: Main Themes of Early North Carolina Newspaper Advertisements by Wesley H. Wallace

Bedford Brown: State Rights Unionist Part II: The Conciliator by Houston G. Jones

North Carolina and the British Investor, 1880–1910 by Alfred P. Tischendorf
The Influence of Joseph Ruggles Wilson on His Son Woodrow Wilson by George C. Osborn

The Military Experiences of James A. Peifer, 1861–1865 [Part II] by George D. Harmon

Volume 31 (1954)

January

Sidney Weller: Ante-Bellum Promoter of Agricultural Reform by C. O. Cathey

The Great Migration from North Carolina in 1879 by Joseph H. Taylor

Foreigners in North Carolina, 1900–1950 by Lawrence S. Thompson

Place Names on Ocracoke Island by C. A. Weslager

The Early Development of the Roanoke Waterway—A Study in Interstate Relations by Philip M. Rice

The Confederate Letters of Ruffin Barnes of Wilson County edited by Hugh Buckner Johnston Jr.

April

The Ante-bellum Professional Theater in Fayetteville by Donald J. Rulfs

Sharecropper and Tenant in the Courts of North Carolina by Marjorie Mendenhall Applewhite

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railroad in Reconstruction, 1865–1873 by Charles W. Turner

The North Carolina Department of Archives and History—The First Half Century by Henry S. Stroupe

The Courtship of Zeb Vance by Frontis W. Johnston

New Lamps for Old in History by Allan Nevins

July

Listen to the Eagle Scream: One Hundred Years of the Fourth of July in North Carolina (1776–1876) by Fletcher M. Green

James Ephraim McGirt: Poet of “Hope Deferred” by John W. Parker

Cowpens: Prelude to Yorktown by Hugh F. Rankin

Cold War against the Yankees in the Ante-Bellum Literature of Southern Women by Robert Leroy Hilldrup

Organization and Administration of the Confederate Medical Department by H. H. Cunningham

Letters of a Young Novelist: Calvin Henderson Wiley edited by Richard Walser
October

The Nicholites of North Carolina by Kenneth L. Carroll

W. W. Avery in the Democratic National Convention of 1860 by Owen M. Peterson

Some Aspects of North Carolina Public Poor Relief, 1700–1860 by Benjamin Joseph Klebaner

William W. Holden and the Peace Movement in North Carolina by Horace W. Raper

The Vice-Admiralty Court of Royal North Carolina 1729–1759 by Carl W. Ubbelohde Jr.

Listen to the Eagle Scream: One Hundred Years of the Fourth of July in North Carolina (1776–1876)—Concluded by Fletcher M. Green

Letters of a Young Novelist: Calvin Henderson Wiley—Concluded edited by Richard Walser

Volume 30 (1953)

January

The Beginnings of Religious Journalism in North Carolina, 1823–1865 by Henry S. Stroupe

The Moore’s Creek Bridge Campaign, 1776 by Hugh F. Rankin

Westward Migration from Iredell County, 1800–1850 by Hugh Hill Wooten

A Bibliography of the Printed Writings of William Edward Dodd by Jack K. Williams

The Journal of Ruffin Wirt Tomlinson, the University of North Carolina, 1841–1842, Part I edited by John L. Sanders

April

Legislation Designed to Control Slavery in Wilmington and Fayetteville by James Howard Brewer

A Fourth Creek Farm from 1800 to 1830 by Hugh Hill Wooten

Zebulon Baird Vance: A Personality Sketch by Frontis W. Johnston

George Patterson: North Carolinian by Adoption by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

Asheville and Thomas Wolfe by George W. McCoy

The Outdoor Historical Drama by Kermit Hunter
The Journal of Ruffin Wirt Tomlinson, the University of North Carolina, 1841–1842, Part II edited by John L. Sanders

July

Fertilizers and Farming in the Southeast, 1840–1950; Part I: 1840–1900 by Rosser H. Taylor

Legal Practice and Ethics in North Carolina, 1820–1860 by Fannie Memory Farmer

The Labor Movement in North Carolina, 1880–1922 by Harley E. Jolley

North Carolina Newspapers, Editors, and Journalistic Politics, 1815–1835 by Daniel Miles McFarland Judicial Machinery in North Carolina in 1865 by Kenneth E. St. Clair

October

Court Decisions Involving Trade Unions in North Carolina: A Bibliography by M. H. Ross

Fertilizers and Farming in the Southeast, 1840–1950; Part II: 1900–1950 by Rosser H. Taylor

Fops, Frenchmen, Hidalgos, and Aztecs: Being a Survey of the Prose Fiction of J. M. Legaré by Curtis Carroll Davis

A Further Note on Joseph Gales of Newark, Sheffield, and Raleigh by P. J. Wallis

A “Yankee Teacher” in North Carolina, by Margaret Newbold Thorpe edited by Richard L. Morton

Volume 29 (1952)

January

Adelaide Lisetta Fries by Douglas LeTell Rights

A Book Pedlar’s Progress in North Carolina by James S. Purcell

Henry McCulloh: Progenitor of the Stamp Act by James High

Some Aspects of Society in Rural South Carolina in 1850 by Joseph Davis Applewhite

The Freedmen’s Bureau and Negro Education in Virginia by William T. Alderson Jr.

Unpublished Letters of Calvin Henderson Wiley edited by Mary Callum Wiley

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

April
The Bar Examination and Beginning Years of Legal Practice in North Carolina, 1820–1860 by Fannie Memory Farmer

Electioneering in North Carolina, 1800–1835 by John Chalmers Vinson

Jim Polk Goes to Chapel Hill by Charles Grier Sellers Jr.

The Hatteras Expedition, August, 1861 by James M. Merrill

Paper Manufacturing in South Carolina before the Civil War by Ernest M. Lander Jr.

Old Brunswick, the Story of a Colonial Town by E. Lawrence Lee Jr.

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

July

Christopher Newport in 1590 by David B. Quinn

The Mind of the North Carolina Opponents of the Stamp Act by C. Robert Haywood

The Ante-bellum Professional Theater in Raleigh by Donald J. Rulfs

North Carolina in the Confederate Congress by Wilfred B. Yearns Jr.

Public Library Extension in North Carolina and the WPA by Elaine von Oesen

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

October

Walter Hines Page and the Spirit of the New South by Charles Grier Sellers Jr.

Calvin H. Wiley’s North Carolina Reader by Howard Braverman

The Land Valuations of Iredell County in 1800 by Hugh Hill Wooten

Pamela Savage of Champlain, Health Seeker in Oxford by Helen Harriet Salls

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Concluded] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Volume 28 (1951)

January

The Genesis of Higher Education in North Carolina by R. D. W. Connor

Charles Pettigrew, First Bishop-Elect of the North Carolina Episcopal Church by Bennett H. Wall
Baptist Academies in North Carolina by George Washington Paschal

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

April

The Professional theater in Wilmington, 1858–1870 by Donald J. Rulfs

The North Carolina Sojourn of the First American Novelist by Richard Walser

The State Literary and Historical Association: 1900–1950 by William Burlie Brown

The Beginnings of the Historical Drama, “Unto These Hills” by George Myers Stephens

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

July

Legal Education in North Carolina, 1820–1860 by Fannie Memory Farmer

David Crockett and North Carolina by James Atkins Shackford

The Professional Theater in Wilmington, 1870–1900 by Donald J. Rulfs

The Editorial Experience of Joseph Gales, 1786–1794 by W. H. G. Armytage

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

October

David Caldwell and His Log College by Aubrey Lee Brooks

The Poems of Paul Hamilton Hayne to Frances Christine Fisher

Catawba Springs—Carolina’s Spa by Chalmers G. Davidson

The Carolina Brigade Sent against the Creek Indians in 1814 by John K. Mahon

The Genesis of the Protestant Episcopal Diocese of North Carolina, 1701–1823 by Sarah McCulloh Lemmon

The Professional Theater in Wilmington, 1900–1930 by Donald J. Rulfs

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Volume 27 (1950)

January
One Hundred Years of Textiles in Salem by Adelaide L. Fries

Raleigh’s Account of Grenville’s Fight at the Azores in 1591 by John H. Stibbs

The Salem Boarding School between 1802 and 1822 by Lucy Leinback Wenhold

The Product Loans: A Means of Financing the Confederacy by Richard C. Todd

April


Contemporary Evidence—Salem Boarding School, 1834–1844 by Marian H. Blair

Fort Macon: Its History by Richard Schriver Barry


The Bicentennial of Printing in North Carolina by William S. Powell

A Reporter Reviews Fifty Years of North Carolina History by William Thomas Bost

The Restoring of Colonial Williamsburg by Thomas Jefferson Wertenbaker

July

Salem in the War between the States by Douglas LeTell Rights

    An Economic Interpretation of the Ratification of the Federal Constitution in North Carolina. Part II. The Hillsboro Convention—The Economic Interests of the Anti-Federalists by William C. Pool

Virginia Ante-bellum Railroad Disputes and Problems by Charles W. Turner

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson-

October

The Founding of the Pettigrew Plantations by Bennett H. Wall

Academic Requirements of Salem College 1854–1909 by Ivy May Hixson

New Plans against an Old Background, Salem College, 1866–1884 by Howard E. Rondthaler

New Plans against an old Background, Salem College, 1866–1884
An Economic Interpretation of the Ratification of the Federal Constitution in North Carolina. Part III. The Fayetteville Convention, 1789 by William C. Pool

Letters from North Carolina to Andrew Johnson edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Volume 26 (1949)

January

Senator Strange’s Indian Novel by Richard Walser

Bases for a Mecklenburg Bibliography by Chalmers G. Davidson

The Correspondence of David Olando McRaven and Amanda Nantz McRaven, 1864–1865 edited by Louis A. Brown

April

Archaeological Explorations at Fort Raleigh National Historic Site by J. C. Harrington

Thomas Burke, Disillusioned Democrat by Elisha P. Douglass


The Educational Convention of February, 1873, and the Common Schools by George W. Paschal

Southern Authors Reveal a Changing South by George Myers Stephens

Twenty-Five Years in North Carolina by Alice M. Baldwin

July

John Russell: “Lord John” of Charleston by Madeleine B. Stern

The Gourd in Southern History by Eddie W. Wilson

The Food and Drink Shortage on the Confederate Homefront by Mary Elizabeth Massey

The Diary of Joseph Gales, 1794–1795 edited by William S. Powell

October

As the Twig is Bent: The Family and the North Carolina Years of Thomas Hart Benton, 1752–1801 by William N. Chambers

A Letter from the Muses: The Publication and Critical Reception of James M. Legaré’s “Orta-Undis, and Other Poems” (1848) by Curtis Carroll Davis

Career of a Flag by Thomas E. Blades and John W. Wike
Prince Bernhard’s Travels in the Carolinas, December, 1825 edited by Susanne H. Freund and Alice B. Keith

Volume 25 (1948)

January

North Carolina Canals before 1860 by Clifford Reginald Hinshaw Jr.

A North Carolina Farm Journal of the Middle ’Fifties by Richard Bardolph

Selected William E. Dodd-Walter Clark Letters edited by Hugh Talmage Lefler

The Vinson Confederate Letters edited by Hugh Buckner Johnston

April

Some Aspects of Negro Life in North Carolina during the Civil War by B. H. Nelson

Reactions in North Carolina to Jackson’s Banking Policy, 1829–1832 by Elizabeth Stone Hoyt

Letters from Hugh Luckey, Raleigh Hatter, 1843 edited by D. L. Corbitt

John Gray and Thomas Blount, Merchants, 1783–1800 by Alice Barnwell Keith

Discovery of Political Freedom by Hardin Craig

Thomas Jefferson and the Police State by Julian P. Boyd

July

John Spencer Bassett as a Historian of the South by Wendell H. Stephenson

Records in the National Archives Pertaining to the History of North Carolina, 1775–1943 by Roland C. McConnell

Religion in the Army of Northern Virginia by John Shepard Jr.

Interest in the South in Lancasterian Methods by Edgar W. Knight

October

The Negro in the Thinking and Writing of John Spencer Bassett by Wendell H. Stephenson

Alexander Hamilton and the North Carolina Federalists by Gilbert L. Lycan

Operation Reconstruction: A Report on Southern Unionist Planters by Frank Wysar Klingberg

The Robert J. Miller Papers, 1813–1831 edited by D. L. Corbitt
Volume 24 (1947)

January

The North Carolina State Board of Public Welfare by A. Laurance Aydlett

The Louisa Railroad, 1836–1850 by Charles W. Turner

Henry Harrisse on Collegiate Education by Edgar W. Knight

April

North Carolina Baptists and Slavery by Willie Grier Todd

Mobilization of Negro Labor for the Department of Virginia and North Carolina, 1861–1865 by Tinsley Lee Spraggins

An Autobiography by Robert Burton House

Agitation against the American Tobacco Company in North Carolina, 1890–1911 by Nannie May Tilley

A Semi-Centennial Survey of North Carolina’s Intellectual Progress by Edwin Mims

July


James Dunwoody Bulloch and the Confederate Navy by William P. Roberts

Alfred Mordecai’s Observations of European Life One Hundred Years Ago, Part II edited by James A. Padgett

October

The Toe River Valley to 1865 by Jason Basil Deyton

The Virginia Southwestern Railroad System at War, 1861–1865 by Charles W. Turner

Caracas Exile by Nancy Jane Lucas

Journal of the Surry County (N.C.) Agricultural Society edited by Nannie May Tilley

Volume 23 (1946)

January

The Ebb of the Great Revival by Clement Eaton
The Training of Richard Caswell by C. B. Alexander

A Footnote to social History by Henry McGilbert Wagstaff


Life of Alfred Mordecai in Mexico in 1865–1866, as Told in His Letters to His Family by James A. Padgett

April

Richard Caswell: Versatile Leader of the Revolution by C. B. Alexander


The Progressive Movement in the South, 1870–1914 by Arthur S. Link

America in a World Democracy by Aubrey L. Brooks

Edwin A. Alderman—Liberal of the New South by Clement Eaton

Iowa, North Carolina, and the Humanities by Norman Foerster

Alfred Mordecai’s Notes on Mexico, 1866 edited by James A. Padgett

July

Richard Caswell’s Military and Later Public Service by C. B. Alexander

Theodore Roosevelt and the South in 1912 by Arthur S. Link


Pardoning North Carolinians by Jonathan Truman Dorris

Additional Mordecai Letters to His Family from Mexico edited by James A. Padgett

October

George Davis, North Carolina Whig and Confederate Statesman, 1820–1896 by Fletcher M. Green

Joe Cannon’s Carolina Background by Dorothy Lloyd Gilbert

The Wilson Movement in North Carolina by Arthur S. Link

Alfred Mordecai’s Observation on European Life One Hundred Years Ago, Part I edited by James A. Padgett

Volume 22 (1945)

January


Pembroke State College for Indians: Historical Sketch by Clifton Oxendine

Naming Carolina by William Patterson Cumming

North Carolinians in Mississippi History by James Wesley Silver

The Life of Alfred Mordecai as Related by Himself by James A. Padgett

April

Utility Regulation in North Carolina, 1891–1941; Fifty Years of History and Progress by Annie Sabra Ramsey


The South Carolina Dispensary System, Part I by Ellen Alexander Hendricks

Life of Alfred Mordecai in Mexico in 1865–1866, as Told in His Letters to His Family, Part I by James A. Padgett

July

White Unto Harvest by Hubert McNeill Poteat

The History of the Eastern Carolina Industrial Training School for Boys, Rocky Mount, North Carolina by Samuel Edwin Leonard


The South Carolina Dispensary System, Part II by Ellen Alexander Hendricks

Life of Alfred Mordecai in Mexico in 1865–1866, as Told in His Letters to His Family, Part II by James A. Padgett

October
The Salt Supply of North Carolina during the American Revolution by R. L. Hilldrup

North Carolinians in Illinois History by Jay Monaghan


Life of Alfred Mordecai in Mexico in 1865–1866, as Told in His Letters to His Family, Part III by James A. Padgett

Volume 21 (1944)

January

The Formative Years of the North Carolina Board of Health, 1877–1893 by Jane Zimmerman

The Southern Refutation of the Pro-Slavery Argument by Kenneth M. Stampp


April

William Gaston and the Supreme Court of North Carolina by Joseph Herman Schauinger

Disloyalty to the Confederacy in Southwestern Virginia, 1861–1865 by Henry T. Shanks

The Capture of a Confederate Blockade Runner, Extracts from the Journal of a Confederate Naval Officer edited by Frank E. Vandiver


July

Public Printing in North Carolina, 1749–1815 by Mary Lindsay Thornton

The Correspondence of Thomas Hughes Concerning His Tennessee Rugby edited by Marguerite B. Hamer

Poet, Painter, and Inventor: Some Letters by James Mathewes Legare, 1823–1859 by Curtis Carroll Davis


October
The North Carolina Department of Revenue by Allen J. Maxwell, and William Oran Suiter

W. W. Holden and the Election of 1858 by Edgar Estes Folk

The Negro Population of Guilford County, North Carolina, before the Civil War by William Edward Farrison

Report of the Brethren Abraham Steiner and Friedrich Christian von Schweinitz or Their Journey to the Cherokee Nation and in the Cumberland Settlements in the State of Tennessee, from 28th October to 28th December, 1799 edited by Adelaide Lisetta Fries

Volume 20 (1943)

January

Southern Refugee Life during the Civil War, Part I by Mary Elizabeth Massey

Fort Raleigh National Historic Site, North Carolina: Part of the Settlement Sites of Sir Walter Raleigh’s Colonies of 1585–1586 and 1587 by Charles W. Porter III

Massachusetts Trade with Carolina, 1686–1709 by Robert Earle Moody

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part IX, Letters to Benjamin Franklin Butler [Continued] edited by James A. Padgett

April

Leonidas Lafayette Polk and the North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Part I by Stuart Noblin

Literature and History: A Comparison and a Contrast by Hubert A. Royster

Southern Refugee Life during the Civil War, Part II by Mary Elizabeth Massey

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part IX, Letters to Benjamin Franklin Butler [Continued] edited by James A. Padgett

July

Leonidas Lafayette Polk and the North Carolina Department of Agriculture, Part II by Stuart Noblin

The Presbyterian Church in the United States of America in Southern Reconstruction, 1860–1880 by Oliver S. Heckman

Electioneering 1802 Style by Fletcher Melvin Green

An Italian Account of Cherokee uprisings at Fort Loudoun and Fort Prince George, 1760–1761 by M. De Filippis
Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part IX, Letters to Benjamin Franklin Butler [Continued] edited by James A. Padgett

October

Public Buildings in Craven county, 1722–1835 by Alonzo Thomas Dill Jr.

Camp Newspapers of the Confederacy by Bell Irvin Wiley

Extract from a Letter by Pastor Storch in North Carolina, Dated Salisbury, January 20–February 25, 1796 edited by Joseph Stewart

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part IX, Letters to Benjamin Franklin Butler [Continued] edited by James A. Padgett

Volume 19 (1942)

January

Colonel Benjamin Hawkins—North Carolinian—Benefactor of the Southern Indians, Part I by Merritt Bloodworth Pound

W. W. Holden and the North Carolina Standard, 1843–1848 by Edgar Estes Folk

Minutes of the General Court of Albemarle, 1684 edited by Branson Marley


April

Tryon’s Palace—A Neglected Niche of North Carolina History by Alonzo Thomas Dill Jr.

Colonel Benjamin Hawkins—North Carolinian—Benefactor of the Southern Indians, Part II by Merritt Bloodworth Pound


July


The Psychological Background of the Election of 1860 in the South by Ollinger Crenshaw

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part VIII, Letters to Carl Schurz edited by James A. Padgett

October
The Acculturation of the Eastern Cherokees: Historical Aspects by Leonard Bloom

The Free Negro in the Economic Life of Ante-bellum North Carolina, Part II by John Hope Franklin

Letters from Willie Jones to His Son at the University of North Carolina, 1796–1801 edited by William D. Hoyt Jr.

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part IX, Letters to Benjamin Franklin Butler edited by James A. Padgett

Volume 18 (1941)

January

Willie Jones of Halifax, Part I by Blackwell Pierce Robinson

William Henry Timrod, the Charleston Volunteers, and the Defense of St. Augustine by Guy A Cardwell Jr.

A Southern Advocate of Methodist Unification in 1865 by Nora C. Chaffin

Hermon Husband’s Continuation of the Impartial Relation by edited by Archibald Henderson

April

William Gaston: Southern Statesman by Joseph Herman Schauinger

Willie Jones of Halifax, Part II (Concluded) by Blackwell Pierce Robinson

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part I, Letters to Thaddeus Stevens edited by James A. Padgett

July

Debtor Relief in North Carolina during Reconstruction by Kenneth Edson St. Clair

Flora MacDonald in History by Dorothy Mackay Quynn

The Democratic Societies of the Carolinas by Eugene Perry Link

Reconstruction Letters from North Carolina, Part II, Letters to John Sherman edited by James A. Padgett

October

Governor Vance and the End of the War in North Carolina by Richard E. Yates

Political Disturbances in Colonial Granville County by Nannie May Tilley

South Carolina’s Decision to Lead the Secession Movement by Charles Edward Cauthen
January

Governor Vance and the Peace Movement, Part I by Richard E. Yates

Contemporary Opinion of Hugh Williamson by Delbert Harold Gilpatrick

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk—[Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

April

Governor Vance and the Peace Movement, Part II by Richard E. Yates

The Gentry of Ante-bellum South Carolina by Rosser Howard Taylor


Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk—[Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

July

Enrollment Records of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians by Gaston Litton

A Century before Manumission—Sidelights on Slavery in Mid-Eighteenth Century South Carolina by Marguerite B. Hamer

Southern Contribution to the Social Order of the Old Northwest by John D. Barnhart

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk—[Concluded] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

October

North Carolina’s Ratification of the Federal Constitution by Albert Ray Newsome

An Ante-bellum Attempt to Regulate the Price and Supply of Cotton by Thomas Payne Govan

Repercussions of Manufacturing in the Ante-bellum South by Fabian Linden

California’s Larkin Settles Old Debts: A View of North Carolina, 1847–1856 by Robert J. Parker and David Leroy Corbitt

The Horse Society by Douglas LeTell Rights
January

The Plank Road Movement in North Carolina, Part I by Robert B. Starling

Bourbonism in Georgia by C. Vann Woodward

A North Carolina Citizen on the Federal Constitution, 1788 by Julian Parks Boyd

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

April

Economic Conditions in North Carolina about 1780, Part I—Landholding by Francis Grave Morris and Phyllis Mary Morris

Economic Sectionalism in Ante-bellum North Carolina by Joseph Carlyle Sitterson

The Plank Road Movement in North Carolina, Part II by Robert B. Starling

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

July

The Career of Montfort Stokes in North Carolina by William Omer Foster

The Establishment of the North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts by David Alexander Lockmiller

Economic Conditions in North Carolina about 1870, Part II—Ownership of Town Lots, Slaves, and Cattle by Francis Grave Morris and Phyllis Mary Morris

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

October

The Life of Montfort Stokes in the Indian Territory by Grant Foreman

The Catawba Nation and Its Neighbors by Frank G. Speck

The Quiver and the Floral Wreath: Two Rare Charleston Periodicals by Guy A. Caldwell Jr.

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Polk [Continued] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson
January

George Edmund Badger in the United States Senate, 1846–1849 by Lawrence Foushee London

The Free Negro in Ante-bellum North Carolina by James Blackwell Browning

The Papers of the Food Administration for North Carolina, 1917–1919, in the National Archives edited by William David McCain

The Origin of the Franklin-Lee Imbroglio by Thomas Perkins Abernethy

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Van Buren edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

April

George Edmund Badger and the Compromise of 1850 by Lawrence Foushee London

The Tobacco Industry in Ante-bellum North Carolina by Joseph Clarke Robert

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Van Buren [Concluded] edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Some Observations on the Low Parts of North Carolina by Buford Rowland

A Southern Girl at Saratoga Springs, 1834 edited by Barnes F. Lathrop

July

The Identity of John White Governor of Roanoke and John White the Artist by William Patterson Cumming

Two Reconstruction Impeachments by Cortez A. M. Ewing

George Edmund Badger, His Last Years in the United States Senate, 1851–1855 by Lawrence Foushee London

Arnold Guyot’s Notes on the Geography of the Mountain District of Western North Carolina (A Gazetteer of Arnold Guyot’s Notes prepared by Kenneth S. Boardman and Jean Stephenson) edited by Myron H. Avery and Kenneth S. Boardman

October

Progress in the North Carolina-South Carolina Boundary Dispute by Marvin Lucian Skaggs

A Georgia Planter and His Plantations 1837–1861 by Dorothy Seay Magoffin

William Maclean’s Travel Journal from Lincolnton, North Carolina, to Nashville, Tennessee, May–June, 1811 edited by Alice Barnwell Keith

Volume 14 (1937)

January

Gold Mining: A Forgotten Industry of Ante-bellum North Carolina, Part I by Fletcher Melvin Green

Claude Kitchin Versus the Patrioteers by Alex Mathews Arnett

A Slave Owner and His Overseers by Charles Sackett Sydnor

Letter-Book of Mills and Hicks, August 13th, 1781, to August 22nd, 1784 edited by Robert Earle Moody and Charles Christopher Crittenden

April

Child-Labor Reforms in North Carolina since 1903 by Elizabeth Huey Davidson

Gold Mining: A Forgotten Industry of Ante-bellum North Carolina, Part II by Fletcher Melvin Green

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to James Madison and James Monroe edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

July

Records in the Offices of Registers of Deeds in North Carolina by Dan Lacy

Early Development of Public Opinion against Southern Child Labor by Elizabeth Huey Davidson

Letters from Major James Cole Mountflorence to Members of the Blount Family (William, John Gray, and Thomas) from on Shipboard, Spain, France, Switzerland, England, and America, January 22, 1792–July 21, 1796 edited by Alice Barnwell Keith

October

Negro Slavery among the Germans in North Carolina by William Herman Gehrke

A Yankee in North Carolina: Observations of Thomas Oliver Larkin, 1821–1826 by Robert J. Parker

Southern Statesmen and the Confederation by Edmund Cody Burnett

Unpublished Letters of North Carolinians to Andrew Jackson edited by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Volume 13 (1936)

January
“White Supremacy” and the North Carolina Suffrage Amendment by William Alexander Mabry

Southern Housewives before the Revolution by Julia Cherry Spruill

April

The Child-Labor Problem in North Carolina, 1883–1903 by Elizabeth Huey Davidson

The Howe Peace Commission of 1776 by Weldon Amzy Brown

July

Founding the North Carolina Asylum for the Insane by Margaret Callender McCulloch

Women in the Founding of the Southern Colonies by Julia Cherry Spruill

October

Industries of Colonial Granville County by Nannie May Tilley

Louisiana Politics and the “Grandfather Clause” by William Alexander Mabry

Letters of Thomas Jackson Strayhorn edited by Henry McGilbert Wagstaff

The First Constitution of St. John’s Church by John Baxter Moose

Volume 12 (1935)

January

The Transition from the German to the English Language in North Carolina by William H. Gehrke

John C. Calhoun and the Presidential Campaign of 1824 by Thomas Robson Hay

Judicial Districts of North Carolina, 1746–1934 compiled by D. L. Corbitt

April

Negro Suffrage and Fusion Rule in North Carolina by William Alexander Mabry

Anti-Jeffersonianism in the Ante-bellum South by W. G. Bean

The Foundation and Failure of the Silk Industry in Provincial Georgia by Marguerite B. Hamer

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Washington edited by Elizabeth G. McPherson

Congressional Districts of North Carolina, 1789–1934 compiled by D. L. Corbitt
July

The First Boundary Survey between the Carolinas by Marvin Lucian Skaggs

Sawney Webb: Tennessee’s Schoolmaster by Edd Winfield Parks

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Jefferson by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

October

Geographic Influences in the History of North Carolina by Ben Franklin Lemert

Virginia and Carolina Homes before the Revolution by Julia Cherry Spruill

An Overlooked Personality in Southern Life by Hunter Dickinson Farish

Unpublished Letters from North Carolinians to Jefferson [Concluded] by Elizabeth Gregory McPherson

Volume 11 (1934)

January

The Settlement of Granville County by Nannie M. Tilley

Hamburg: An Experiment in Town Promotion by Rosser H. Taylor

Records of Emigrants from England and Scotland to North Carolina, 1774–1775 by A. R. Newsome

April

North Carolina Prohibition Election of 1881 and Its Aftermath by Daniel J. Whitener

The Seaboard Air Line by Peter S. McGuire

The Gilmans and the Southern Rose by William Stanley Hoole

Records of Emigrants from England and Scotland to North Carolina, 1774–1775, continued by A. R. Newsome

July

Social Life of the Early Moravians in North Carolina by Edward M. Holder

Old Wentworth Sketches by Alberta Ratliffe Craig

Simeon Colton’s Railroad Report, 1840 by A. R. Newsome

October
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Revival Movements in Ante-bellum North Carolina</td>
<td>Guion Griffis Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Letters of Lawrence O’Bryan Branch, 1856–1861</td>
<td>A. R. Newsome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>The Camp Meeting in Ante-bellum North Carolina</td>
<td>Guion Griffis Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Franklin J. Moses Jr., Scalawag Governor of South Carolina, 1872–1874</td>
<td>R. H. Woody</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Additions to the History of the Swiss Colonization Projects in Carolina</td>
<td>Géza Schütz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>North Carolina Congressional Elections, 1803–1810</td>
<td>D. H. Gilpatrick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Don Miguel Wall and the Spanish Attempt against the Existence of Carolina and Georgia</td>
<td>John Tate Lanning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The First Twelve Years of Printing in North Carolina, 1749–1760</td>
<td>Douglas C. McMurtrie</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>The Conversion of the North Carolina Public Debt after 1879</td>
<td>B. U. Ratchford</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Southern Members of the Inns of Court</td>
<td>J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School-Boy Letters of Edmund Ruffin Jr., 1828–1829</td>
<td>Mrs. Kirkland Ruffin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>The Attitude of the North Carolina Moravians toward the American Revolution</td>
<td>Ruth Blackwelder</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thomas Burke in the Continental Congress by Jennings B. Sanders

Sons of Liberty and Stamp Men by Philip G. Davidson

A British Orderly Book, 1780–1781, Part I edited by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Newspaper Title Changed
  Negro Burned for Murder
  A Diploma of the Polemic Society
  Election Returns
  Cock Fight
  Woman
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

April

Cotton Manufacturing and State Regulation in North Carolina, 1861–1865 by Elizabeth Yates Webb

Benjamin Hawkins and the Federal Factory System by George D. Harmon

An Experiment in Louisiana Sugar, 1829–1833 by Ralph B. Flanders

A British Orderly Book, 1780–1781, Part II edited by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Campaign Hand Bill of Thomas Blount
  Letter to the Freemen of the Ninth Congressional District
  A House of Public Worship Attempted in Halifax
  Letter from Barbara Fisher to George Fisher Junior
  An Abstract of the Value of Lands and Slaves
  Aggregate Census of 1800
  The Early Career of Gabriel Johnston, Governor of North Carolina
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

July

North Carolina Certificates of the Revolutionary War Period by Adelaide L. Fries

The Buffalo in North Carolina by Douglas L. Rights
The Free Negro in Ante-bellum Georgia by Ralph B. Flanders

A British Orderly Book, 1780–1781, Part III edited by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  A Half-Told Story of Real White Slavery in the Seventeenth Century by William Renwick Riddell
  Letter from John Harvey to James Bowdoin
  David Jeffries to John Harvey
Obituaries Prior to 1800

October


The Rock Landing Conference of 1789 by Lucia Burk Kinnaird

A British Orderly Book, 1780–1781, Part IV edited by A. R. Newsome

Volume 8 (1931)

January

Ships and Shipping in North Carolina, 1763–1789 by Charles Christopher Crittenden

County Court in Virginia, 1700–1830 by Isabel Ferguson

Sherman and the South by E. Merton Coulter

The Treaty of Long Island of Holston, July, 1777 by Archibald Henderson

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   Blessings under the Proposed Constitution
   Congress Should Have More Power
   Letter to Samuel Johnston
   North Carolina and Rhode Island Deluded
   Obituaries Prior to 1800

April

Inland Navigation in North Carolina, 1763–1789 by Charles Christopher Crittenden

Iredell’s Dissent in Chisholm v. Georgia: Its Political Significance by Jeff B. Fordham

The South Carolina Election of 1870 by R. H. Woody

Travel Journal of Charles A. Van Vleck, 1826 edited by Adelaide L. Fries

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   Bids for Carrying United States Mails
   Washington’s Birthday Celebrated
   Established Religion
   Essay on Agriculture
   Obituaries Prior to 1800

July
Overland Travel and Transportation in North Carolina, 1763–1789 by Charles Christopher Crittenden

Procedure in the North Carolina Colonial Assembly, 1731–1770 by Florence Cook

Moses Waddel and the Willington Academy by Ralph M. Lyon

The A. S. Merrimon Journal, 1853–1854 edited by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   Established Religion (continued)
   Essay on Agriculture (continued)
   Essay [on] Cotton Cultivation
   Petition to the House of Representatives
   Rough Notes of the Council Journal
   Two Documents on the Battle of King’s Mountain
   [Obituaries Prior to 1800]

October

Means of Communication in North Carolina, 1763–1789 by Charles Christopher Crittenden

Courtship and Marriage Customs in Ante-bellum North Carolina by Guion Griffis Johnson

The Trading Path to the Indians by Douglas L. Rights

Letters of Romulus M. Saunders to Bartlett Yancy, 1821–1828 edited by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   Established Religion (continued)
   The Newbern Company of Mutual Insurers
   Fire Insurers to Meet at Palace
   Ordinance Regulating Slaves
   Ordinance Regulating Duties of Policemen
   Horse Races at Halifax
   Winners of the Halifax Races

Volume 7 (1930)

January

The Moravian Contribution to Colonial North Carolina by Adelaide L. Fries

North Carolinians at West Point before the Civil War by George W. McIver

The Problems of South Carolina Agriculture after the Civil War by Francis B. Simkins

German Tracts Concerning the Lutheran Church in North Carolina during the Eighteenth Century, Part I by William K. Boyd
April

Borough Representation in North Carolina by Mary Phlegar Smith

The Solution of Post-bellum Agricultural Problems in South Carolina by Francis B. Simkins

Newspapers and Periodicals in the Washington Memorial Library Macon, Georgia by Ralph B. Flanders

German Tracts Concerning the Lutheran Church in North Carolina during the Eighteenth Century, Part II by William K. Boyd

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  An Essay on the Bible, Medicine, and Law
  Essay on Political and Religious Liberty
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

July

The Rise and Decline of the North Carolina Farmers’ Union by Charles P. Loomis

Notes on John Chavis by Edgar W. Knight

Some Aspects of the Economic Condition of South Carolina after the Civil War by R. H. Woody

Morgan Edwards’ Materials towards a History of the Baptists in the Province of North Carolina by G. W. Paschal

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  The North Carolina Minerva, and Fayetteville Advertiser, Purchased
  Protest of Warren County Citizens
  Washington’s Reply
  Resolutions of Mecklenburg County
  United and Foreign States in America
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

October

The Seacoast in North Carolina History, 1763–1789 by Charles Christopher Crittenden

Activities of the North Carolina Farmers’ Union by Charles P. Loomis

Historical Collections in New Orleans by John S. Kendall
Correspondence of John C. Calhoun, George McDuffie, and Charles Fisher, Relating to the Presidential Campaign of 1824 by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Discussion of Proposed Amendment to the Constitution
  Letter from Samuel Kramsh to Abraham Steiner
  Letter from Alexander Martin to Frederick William Marshall
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

Volume 6 (1929)

January

The Preservation of Texas History by Charles W. Ramsdell

Recreational and Cultural Activities in the Ante-bellum Town of North Carolina by Guion Griffis Johnson

Some Aspects of Representation in the American Colonies by W. Neil Franklin

Twelve North Carolina Counties in 1810–1811 by A. R. Newsome
  Edgecombe County by Jeremiah Battle

Historical Notes
  The Illegality of Courts of Oyer and Terminer
  Newspapers Exert Great Influence
  Church Pews for Rent
  Obituaries Prior to 1800

April

The Preservation of Tennessee History by Philip M. Hamer


The Southern Railway Security Company by C. K. Brown

Twelve North Carolina Counties in 1810–1811 by A. R. Newsome
  Franklin County
  Greene County by Th. Holliday
  Lenoir County by John Washington

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  A Day of Fast
  July Fourth Celebrated
  Proclamation to Celebrate July fourth, 1783
  Celebrating July Fourth 1796
  Dyche’s Spelling Brook to Be Published
  Fulling Mill in Pitt County
Schools to Be Opened in New Bern
Receipts and Disbursements of Fayetteville, 1789
Cotton Gins for Sale
New Bern Volunteers
Riding Chair, Guns, and Wind Mill for Sale
Republican Prayer
A Call for Fire Protection
Obituaries Prior to 1800

**July**

The Sources of the North Carolina Constitution of 1776 by Earle H. Ketcham

The North Carolina Cherokees and the New Echota Treaty of 1835 by George D. Harmon

The Farmers’ Alliance by John D. Hicks and John D. Barnhart

Twelve North Carolina Counties in 1810–1811 by A. R. Newsome
   Moore County
   Rockingham County by Alexander Sneed
   Stokes and Surry Counties
   Wayne County by J. Slocumb

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   Lumberton in 1798
   “The Provok’d Husband” at Wilmington Theatre
   Election Returns for the Cape Fear Division 1791
   Fifty Seven Persons from Maryland to Settle in North Carolina
   Ships Entered and cleared at Beaufort 1764
   Letter to the People of North Carolina
   Meeting in Warrenton
   Obituaries Prior to 1800

**October**

Democratic Newspapers and Campaign Literature in North Carolina 1835–1861 by Clarence Clifford Norton

A View of the Carolinas in 1783 by J. Fred Rippy

The Confederacy and King Cotton: A Study in Economic Coercion by Frank Lawrence Owsley

A Miscellany from the Thomas Henderson Letter Book, 1810–1811 by A. R. Newsome
   The Town of Beaufort by Jacob Henry
   The Island of Portsmouth
   Chatham County Mines and Quarries by M. McKenzie
   Liberty Hall by Adlai Laurens Osborn
   Newton Academy by Geo. Swain
   William Augustus Richards by [Archibald Debow Murphey]
January

The Preservation of Alabama History by Mitchell B. Garrett

Slave Conspiracies in North Carolina by R. H. Taylor

White Methodism in South Carolina during Reconstruction by Francis Butler Simkins

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
  “The Breathing Cave”
  A Proclamation for the Use of the Great Seal
  A Proclamation Relative to Abuses in the Manner of Issuing Marriage Licenses
  Silk and Sugar Culture; Provisions Made for School
  Mulberry Trees near New Bern
  Hugh Williamson Given Authority to Search Records
  Judges Appointed after the Adoption of the Constitution
  Finances and Delinquent Taxes of North Carolina

April

The Preservation of Mississippi History by Wm. H. Weathersby

The Sheriff in Colonial North Carolina by Julian P. Boyd

Alexander McGillivray, 1783–1789 by Arthur Preston Whitaker

Debate on the Fisher Resolutions [Continued] by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Comments on the Federal Constitution after the Hillsboro Convention
  An Answer to the Above Letter
  An Apology for North Carolina’s Failing to Adopt the Federal Constitution
  The Serious Condition of North Carolina
A Reply to “A Citizen and Soldier”
Calling Willie Jones to Support the Injured Country

**July**

The Preservation of Arkansas History by David Y. Thomas

The Florida Investments of George W. Swepson by C. K. Brown

Alexander McGillivray, 1789–1793 by Arthur Preston Whitaker

Debate on the Fisher Resolutions [Continued] by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
- Will America Submit to Slavery?
- Imprisoned for Debt
- Escheated Lands for Sale
- Books for Sale
- Candidates for General Assembly
- Prices for Produce
- Commission Merchants
- Surveys Not Authorized
- Governor Martin Called for Entry Books
- Josiah Martin Given Power of Attorney for Earl Granville
- Treasurer to Appoint Deputy Treasurers for Continental Loan Office
- Apothecary’s Announcement
- Cash Given for rags
- A Thanksgiving Sermon to Be Printed by Subscription
- Commodities for Sale
- Lawyer Opens His Office
- Country Produce Inspected

**October**

The Preservation of Louisiana History by Grace King

The Ante-bellum Town in North Carolina by Guion Griffis Johnson

Thomas Hughes and His American Rugby by Marguerite Bartlett Hamer

Twelve North Carolina Counties in 1810–1811 by A. R. Newsome
- Ashe County by T. McGimsey
- Caswell County by Bartlett Yancy
- Duplin County by William Dickson

Historical Notes
- Vices of Virginia and Maryland Becoming Prevalent in North Carolina
- John Jay
- Battle of Kinston
Vocal Instruction Given
Evening School Opened for Busy Young Men
Dancing School to Be Opened

Volume 4 (1927)

January

The Preservation of North Carolina History by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

The Movement for Agricultural Reorganization in the Cotton south during the Civil War by E. Merton Coulter

William Gooch; Successful Royal Governor of Virginia by Percy Scott Flippin

Some North Carolina Tracts of the Eighteenth Century: XII and XIII by William K. Boyd

The Independent Citizen (1787)

A Petition and Remonstrance to the President and Congress of the United States (1791?)

Historical Notes

People Leaving Scotland for North Carolina
Celebrating an Election in Tarboro
The Dividing Line between North Carolina and Virginia
Hewes Lost His Election; Hooper Again Appointed a Delegate
Morris’s Ability to Accomplish Work; A Chamber of Commerce; Activities of Congress
Store Robbed; Storekeeper Murdered
Murderer Discovered
Boundary Line between North Carolina and South Carolina; Proclamations of Governor Martin
Governor Martin’s Supply of Ammunition Discovered
William Leadam or Heirs Sought by Relatives in England
Resolutions by the Citizens of Halifax
People Leaving North Carolina and Virginia for Mississippi
Plantations and Town Lots for Sale
Horses Stolen, Twenty Pounds Reward
Merchandise for Sale; Old Silver Bought
Cherokee Indian Lands Open for Settlement
Glasgow Company Settling Business in North Carolina
Slaves Ran Away; Horses Stolen; Reward Offered
Able Seamen Wanted
Places to Deliver Hogs Designated

The United States Navy in the World War by Josephus Daniels

April

Preservation of South Carolina History by A. S. Salley Jr.

Udney Maria Blakeley by A. R. Newsome

Some Notes on Spanish American Patriot Activity along the Atlantic Seaboard, 1816–1822 by A. Curtis Wilgus
Herschel v. Johnson Correspondence by Percy Scott Flippin

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
Brunswick Committee Takes Action against Counterfeities
William Edwards Acquitted of Counterfeiting by the Council of Safety
French Waiting the Independence of the American Colonies; The Cruelties of the British Administered to the Colonists
General Clinton Landed 1,300 Troops near Wilmington
Four Thousand Troops under General Clinton
Militia Sent to Help North Carolina
Transports of British Soldiers Arrived at Cape Fear
Expecting another Battle in North Carolina
Brunswick Deserted; Several Houses Burned Including William Hooper’s
Battle of Moore’s Creek Bridge
A Grievance of the Regulators
“Liberty before the Union”
Frontier Will Send Part of Troops Requested
Virginia Can Furnish Better Horses and with Greater Speed
North Carolina Rejects the Federal Constitution
Battle near Guilford Court House
The Assumption of the State Debts by Congress
Recruiting Officer of North Carolina
The Purpose of Washington’s Southern Tour
Linen Manufacturers Embarked for North Carolina
Several ships Lost in Gale of Wind
Fifteen Vessels in Wind Storm
Ship Lost off North Carolina Coast; General Assembly in Session
An Account of Husbandry in Mississippi

July

The Preservation of Georgia History by Theodore H. Jack
Spain and the Cherokee Indians, 1783–1798 by A. P. Whitaker

The Direct Tax Clause of the Federal Constitution by E. H. Ketcham

Letters of Luther Rice Mills—A Confederate Soldier by George D. Harmon

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
Social Reforms Advocated by “A Citizen”
Proclamation against Drunkenness, Swearing, and Cursing
Adam Boyd and Isaiah Thomas
Run Away Slave Advertised; Authority to Kill If Necessary in Apprehending
Slaves Imported from Africa and Jamaica for Sale
Right to Divest American Citizens of Their Property
Essay on Fashions in 1800
The First Printing Press Made in North Carolina
Bids to Be Received to Build a Light House near Ocracoke Inlet
Congress Makes Appropriation for Monument to General Francis Nash
October

The Preservation of Florida History by James A. Robertson

The North Carolina Courts and the Confederacy by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

The Grain Trade of Alexandria, Virginia, 1801–1815 by W. Freeman Galpin

Debate on the Fisher Resolutions by A. R. Newsome

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
   The Confession of Spencer Dew
   Proclamation Requiring Ports to Be Quarantined Because of Fever in Philadelphia
   Newbern Prohibits Boats Landing Cargo and Passengers
   Paper Manufacturing near Hillsboro
   Paper Makers Wanted near Hillsboro
   A Companion Wanted for the Coming Campaign
   A Reply to the Above Advertisement for a Companion
   A Letter to Friends in the Colonies
   An English Viewpoint of the American Revolution

Volume 3 (1926)

January

The Study of the New South by Benjamin Kendrick

Travel and Transportation in Colonial North Carolina by F. W. Clonts

North Carolina in the School Geographies 110 Years Ago by Charles L. Coon

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century: VI & VII by William K. Boyd
   “The Petition of Reuben Searcy and Others” (1759)
   “An Address to the People of Granville County” by George Sims (1765)
   “Some Remarks on Religion” by Hermon Husband (1761)

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
   Excerpts from the South Carolina Gazette (1735–1746)
   News Reports from the Royal Gazette (1781)

Samuel A’Court Ashe: Historian of North Carolina by R. D. W. Connor

Political Inconsistency

April
Scientific and Interpretative History by William Whatley Pierson Jr.

Thomas Cooper and the State Rights Movement in South Carolina, 1823–1830 by Dumas Malone

A History of the Piedmont Railroad Company by C. K. Brown

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century: VIII & IX by William K. Boyd
  An Impartial Relation of the First Rise and Cause of the Present Differences in Publick Affairs in the Province of North-Carolina, &c. by Hermon Husband (1770)
  A Fan for Fanning and a Touch-stone to Tryon, Etc. by Hermon Husband (1771)

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Various Extracts from Historical Documents

July

School Support and Our North Carolina Courts 1868–1926 by Charles L. Coon

An Antigua Plantation, 1769–1818 by Ulrich B. Phillips

Defeatism in the Confederacy by Frank L. Owsley

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century: X, XI by William K. Boyd
  A Sermon to Tryon’s Militia by Dr. George Micklejohn (1768)
  A Table of North Carolina Taxes, 1748–1770

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  Letters Questioning Governor Tryon’s Authority and Actions
  The Resolves of the People of New Bern Passed after Reading the Questions to Governor Tryon in the Massachusetts Spy
  Article by a Subscriber Replying to the Questions to Governor Tryon in the Massachusetts Spy
  Herman Husband in Wilmington
  Letter to Governor Tryon Written to Enlighten the Citizens of New York

Article in Defense of Governor Tryon

October

Preservation of Virginia History by Lyon G. Tyler

Agriculture in Colonial North Carolina by W. Neil Franklin
North Carolina Loyalists by Isaac S. Harrell

Some North Carolina Tracts of the Eighteenth Century by William K. Boyd
  Informations Concerning the Province of North Carolina, Etc. (1773)

Historical Notes edited by D. L. Corbitt
  New Plantation at Cape Florida. Carolina.
  A Description of Occacock Inlet
William Skinner Resents the Accusation of Being Allied with the Quakers in an Effort to Have All Slaves Freed
The World’s Largest Man
William Pitt and the American Colonies
Calvin H. Wiley on the Evils of Slavery and the Causes of the Civil War

Volume 2 (1925)

January

Culture and the New Era in North Carolina by W. C. Jackson

The Problem of Historical Interpretation by B. B. Kendrick

Some North Carolina Tracts of the Eighteenth Century by William K. Boyd
A True and Faithful Narrative, &c.

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
The North Carolina Gazette
Ordinary

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F. (Continued)

April

The Prison Experiences of Randolph Shotwell by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

The Farmers’ Alliance in North Carolina by John D. Hicks

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century by William K. Boyd
Address to the Inhabitants of North Carolina by William Borden (1746)
An Address to the Burgesses of North-Carolina

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
Ministers’ Salaries
Marriage Contracts
Cure for Cancer 1756
Earthworm Oil
Relinquishment of Debt
Civil War

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F. (Conclusion)

July

Anglo-French Rivalry in the Cherokee Country, 1754–1757 by P. M. Hamer

Humanizing the Slave Code of North Carolina by R. H. Taylor
The Prison Experiences of Randolph Shotwell (Continued) by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century by William K. Boyd
   The Importance of the Colonies to Great Britain Etc. by John Rutherfurd (1761)
The Manner of Preparing Hemp for the Manufacturers

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
   Resistance to the Stamp Act
   Chief Justice Commits Suicide
Vessels Seized by Man of War
   Congresses with Creeks and Cherokees
   Congress at Salisbury with the Cherokees
   Dividing Line between North Carolina and Cherokees
   One of the Proclamations of Governor William Tryon
   Three Colonies Revolted
   Washington, Sullivan, and Greene Declare Independence
   New State Named Franklin; Sevier is Governor
   New State of Frankland
   Georgia Crackers
   Advertisements and Clippings

October

The Cape Fear and Yadkin Valley Railway by Roland B. Eutsler

Fort Loudoun in the Cherokee War 1758–1761 by P. M. Hamer

The Prison Experiences of Randolph Shotwell (Continued) by J. G. de Roulhac Hamilton

Some North Carolina Tracts of the 18th Century: IV & V by William K. Boyd
   Henry McCulloh’s “Miscellaneous Representations Relative to Our Concerns in America” (1761)
   Maurice Moore’s “Justice and Policy of Taxing the American Colonies in England” (1765)

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
   Thomas MacKnight

   Volume 1 (1924)

January

Walter Hines Page—Memorial Address by Dr. Albert Shaw

The War Savings Campaign in 1918 by Gilbert T. Stephenson

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F.

April
Richard Dobbs Spaight by Alexander B. Andrews
The Lure of Historical Research by Adelaide L. Fries

The North Carolina Fuel Administration

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F. (Continued)

**July**

The Aycock Memorial

History of the Aycock Memorial by Dr. J. Y. Joyner

Charles Brantley Aycock—An Appreciation by Dr. Edwin Anderson Alderman

Charles Brantley Aycock—Historical Address by the Honorable Josephus Daniels

Traces of the Indian in Piedmont North Carolina by Reverend Douglas L. Rights

Correspondence on Andrews’ Richard Dobbs Spaight by Robert Schneider

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F. (Continued)

**October**

The Surrender of the Charter of Carolina by Charles Christopher Crittenden

Some Aspects of the Work of the Society of Friends for Negro Education in North Carolina by Emma King

War Camp Community Service in North Carolina [Documents]

Historical Notes by D. L. Corbitt
   Freeing Slaves
   Slave Selling Himself
   Negro Permitted to Hunt with a Gun
   An Early Flying Machine

Diary of Colonel Joseph Hyde Pratt, Commanding 105th Engineers, A. E. F. (Continued)